FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
2019 Project Nomination Form
Nominations will be accepted from August 12 to October 11. Please fill out the nomination form
as completely as possible. If a section does not apply to the project you are nominating, please
leave that section blank. Please attach add itional relevant information to this nomination packet
as appropriate. There is no limit to the number of projects that can be submitted.
Completed nomination forms can be submitted :
In person at:

By mail to :

Fairbanks North Star Borough

Fairbanks North Star Borough

Attn : Mayor's Office

Attn: Capital Improvement Program

907 Terminal Street

PO Box 71267

Fa irbanks, AK 99701

Fairbanks, AK 99707
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
SAFETY AND CODE COMPLIANCE
1. Does the project reduce or eliminate a health or safety risk?
□ Yes

D

No

Please explain:
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2. In your opinion, what is the current condition of the facility?
D Poor
□ This is a new facility
D Fair

D

Good

□ Excellent

Please explain :

3. Does the project improve accessibility compliance? (For example: parking lot design, doorway
design, counter height, floor access, restroom access, etc.)

D Yes

D No

Please explain :

Learn mare at: www.fnsb.us/CIP
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FACILITY CONDITION

4. How old is the facility since original construction?
D 41 + years
D This is a new facility
□ 31- 40 years
□

21 - 30 years
□ 11 - 20 years
□ 0 - 10 years

5. Does the project replace an existing facility?

D Yes

D

No

If yes, please identify the building it would replace and any other supporting information,
including the condition of the existing facility (poor, fair, good, excellent):

PROJECT FUNDING

6. What is the status of project funding?
□ Fully funded
D Partially funded
0 No funding
Please identify the source and amount of any funding that is already secured in support of
this project:

Learn more at: www.fnsb .us/CIP
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
7. Are there grant, foundation, sponsorship, or other alternative sources of funding available
for this project?
O No
0 Yes
a. If yes, is there a match requirement?
O No
0 Yes
b. If a match is required, how much? Please choose the most applicable option.
D 1 - 10% match required
D 11- 20% match required
D 21- 30% match required
D 31 - 40% match required
D +41% match required
Please identify the potential funding sources, how the project is eligible for such funds, any
work done to commit such funds (i.e ., application or proposal submitted and/or approved),
and any additionally relevant information:

8. If applicable, does your organization plan on contributing any funds?
O No
0 Yes
If yes, please identify the amount and source of funds planned in contribution of this
project:

Learn more at: www.fnsb.us/CIP
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENTAL

9. Will the project clean up contamination (such as lead, asbestos, fuel contamination, etc.)?
□ Yes

□ No

Please expla in:

10. Does the project improve air quality?

D

Yes

□ No

Please explain :

11. Will the project reduce storm water runoff?
□ Yes
D No
Please expla in:
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
12. Will the project improve groundwater quality?
□ Yes

□ No

Please explain:

13. Will the project improve energy efficiency?
D Yes
□ No
Please explain:

PUBLIC USE

14. Will the project improve the customer experience?

D Yes

D No

Please explain:
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
15. Is the project served by a fixed transit route?
□ Yes

□ No

Please explain:

16. Will the project improve facility capacity?

D

Yes

□ No

Please explain:

ONGOING MAINTENANCE COST

17. Will the project reduce utility expenses on a cost per square foot ($/SF)?
□ Yes

□ No

Please explain:
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
18. Will the project reduce maintenance expenses on a cost per square foot ($/SF)?
D Yes
D No
Please explain :

19. Will the project extend the life of an existing facility?

D Yes

D No

Please explain :

PLANNING AND DESIGN

20. Does the project have complete designs?
D Yes
□ No
Please expla in:
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
21. Have there been any project scope and/or engineering studies done?
□ Yes

D No

If yes, please explain all work that has been done on this project to date. Please attach and
submit all relevant information as part of the project nomination packet.

BUDGET IMPACT
22. How will the project impact the operation budget for the affected department?
D Increase the operating budget
D Maintain the operating budget
D Decrease the operating budget
Please exp lain :
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
POPULATION REACHED

23. What type of population will be served by the proposed project?
D Regional areawide users
□ Single community

D Multiple neighborhoods
D Single neighborhood
Please describe the area, population served, and the need that will be met by this project:

SUPPORT

24. Please select all applicable form of support this project has:
□ Resolutions of support (agencies, governments, etc.)
D Letters of support (groups, businesses, organizations, etc.)
□ General public support or letters from residents

Please explain levels of support identified above and provide specific examples:

Learn mare at: www.fnsb.us/CIP
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FNSB CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
25. Does this project meet any goals or objectives that are identified in any Borough plans (such
as the Comprehensive Plan)?
□ Yes

□ No

If yes, please identify which goals and objectives in specific plans that this project meets :

PROJECT COST

26. What is the estimated project cost?

$__________________

Please explain why this cost is reasonable and should be allocated to this project :
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Carlson Center Ice Rink Replacement with Portable Ice Rink
1.

Does the project reduce or eliminate a health or safety risk?

Yes. The replacement of the current ice rink and equipment will eliminate the risk of
contamination and potential injury.
The slow failure of the system is allowing soft spots to form around the rink which is a potential
hazard to anyone skating on the ice. Also, the old equipment increases the potential failure of
this system and the R-22 coolant is toxic to humans. The R-22 coolant also depletes the earth's
ozone layer and this type of coolant is being phased out, under federal regulation and due to the
lack of availability, the cost of purchasing R-22 have been increasing.
2.

In your opinion, what is the current condition of the facility?

Poor. As stated by the borough, there is an imminent failure of the floor and chiller. The ice
plant was installed in 1991 and it is believed that the current system has a life span of 20-30
years. The plant has operated well for many years but has started to show signs of outliving its
useful life. It can be assumed that problems will continue, and the magnitude of the problems
will most likely increase.
3.

Does the project improve accessibility compliance?

No.
4.

How old is the facility since original construction?

21-30 years
5.

Does the project replace an existing facility?

No. The Carlson Center will not be replaced. The intent is to keep access to ice in the Carlson
Center for 20-25 years by replacing the existing ice rink equipment with a portable rink which
we believe can be done at a fraction of the cost of other ideas which have been discussed .
6.

What is the status of project funding?

No funding sources have been identified for this project, but we believe there are many user
groups that would be willing to provide funding support if ice availability could be more
consistent. Current users are afraid to sign up for regular ice during the winter sports season
due to ongoing event cancelations and significant difficulties trying to reschedule lost ice due to
these cancelations. We spoke with largest youth hockey organization, Hockey Club Fairbanks,

which currently has over 500 participants, and they indicated increase used of ice would be
assured as long as ice wasn't always cancelled for events. There is a current shortage of inside
ice at th is time for all user groups.
We would propose ice be put in place in early October and left in place through mid-February
and we believe this would increase users across all ice users groups including, youth hockey
participants, women/men leagues, old-timers and figure skating.
7.

Are there grant, foundation, sponsorship or other alternative sources of funding available for
this project?

Yes. We believe that youth groups, women/men league participants, old-timers and figure
skating groups would provide financial support. We also believe this could be coordinated with
the Rasmusson Foundation and other groups related to the UAF Nanooks, Face Off Club and
UAF Nanook Alumni would be receptive to helping out. We also believe local businesses and
organizations who are already great supporters of youth hockey would be willing to provide
financial support.
Due to the early stage of this phase, match requirements are unknown.
8.

If applicable, does your organization plan on contributing any funds?

I'm submitting this nomination form as an individual. However, as the President of the UAF
Nanook Alumni association, I am positive our board would approve financial support of this
project.
9.

Will the project clean up contamination?

By elim inating R-22 coolant and replacing it with an approved coolant, we will be helping to
avoid contamination and possible injury. Most likely a local HVAC company would be able to
safely decommission the chiller and remove R-22 coolant.
10. Does the project improve air quality?

Yes. Please see brochures on energy efficiency and equipment maintenance.
11. Will the project reduce storm water run-off?

No.
12. Will the project improve ground-water quality?

No.

13. Will the project improve energy efficiency?

Yes. New equipment utilizing modern technology will improve energy efficiency. Please see
attachments from Ice-America with details. Include for this discussion are the "The Technical
Manual of the Ice-world Ice Rink" document, the TRANE "Air-Cooled Series R™ document and
several relates sales brochures with additional details.
14. Will the project improve the customer experience?

Project would not be expected to improve customer experience . However, it should eliminate
fears of the ice or ice plant going down and allow for improved scheduling without fear of the
ice going out.
15. Is the project served by a fixed transit route?

Yes, the Carlson Center is part of the Fairbanks North Star Borough bus route system.
16. Will the project improve facility capacity?

No.
17. Will the project reduce utility expenses on a cost per square foot basis?

Yes. It is believed the new system would reduce the utility expenses per square foot. Included
materials with nomination packet related to the rink and equipment. The manual is called "The
Technical Manual of the Ice-world Ice Rink" along with sales materials from Ice America
reference improved energy efficiency.
18. Will the project reduce maintenance expenses on a cost per square foot basis?

Yes. The aging equipment at the Carlson Center has required significant work from the
maintenance team. The new system would reduce this work and eliminate issues that are
happening inside the existing concrete floor.
The panels used to create the ice surface would be placed on top of the existing concrete. This
allows easy identification of issues as well as easy repairs to an individual panel or full
replacement of the problem panel.
19. Will the project extend the life of the existing facility?

Yes. As an ice rink, we believe this project will significantly extend the use of the facility and this
will positively impact the many local user groups that rely on this ice for their needs without

reducing the ability of the Carlson Center to address the needs of other user groups who have
no need for the ice surface.
20. Does the project have complete designs?

No. There is not a complete design for this project, but an examples of possible ice floor layouts
have been included with the nomination packet. See Attachments.
Also, the Fairbanks Northstar Borough has not completed designs for this type of project either.
21. Have there been any project scope and/or engineering studies done?

Yes, although limited . A conversation with Ice-America representative, Scott Williams, has taken
place to get an initial feel for the cost of this solution. Included in this packet is a cost estimate
for the ice sheet that would be needed at the Carlson Center. See Attached document.
22. How will the project impact the operation budget for the affected department?

We assume that a new or repaired compressor will use less fuel. Thus, the re may be a minor
decrease in the facility's overall budget.
23. What type of population will be served by the proposed project?

Primarily Regional areawide users, but also state users as well.
Local youth hockey teams run practices and tournaments attract players from all over Alaska .
Women/Men league programs along with old -timer' s program brings in players from all corners
of the borough . Figure skaters in our local program also come from all corners of the borough.
Nanook fans come from all walks of life and all areas of the Borough . Without repair or
replacement of the ice plant, the Carlson Center will no longer serve as the premier venue for
what is arguably the Interior's favorite pastime sport.
24. Please select all applicable forms of support this project has.

We have attached "letters of support" from various groups and we believe there will be
widespread support from public ice users if necessary. Please let us know if you would like
letters of " General Public Support".

25 . Does this project meet any goals or objectives that are identified in any Borough plans.
No.

26. What is the estimated cost of the project?
Initial estimate is $1,049,638. An estimate of cost has been provided by Ice-America Portable
Ice Rinks and is attached to nomination form. This does not include costs of shipping and other
items noted on the attached estimate.

lcE-AMERfcX

807 Sprucelake Drive
Har1>or City, CA 90710

Price List

323-TT6-9423

Ice Rink 1.2

PRICE UST / PRODUCTION BUDGET

Project No :
Title:
Production Dates:
Location :
Open Dates:

OM

Prepared By:
Date:
Revised :
Actual:

Ice Rink Price List 1.2
Fairbanks Project
TBD
Fairbanks, Ala ska

6/ 18
8/27

CATEGORY SUMMARY
Product: Ice Rink Purchase
Purpose: portable ice rink insta llation

TBD

PRODU CTION DESCRIPTION : Purchase of portable ice rink & ancillary equipment
installation & removal training
Optional Production elements: Ice Resurfacer, Chiller
NOTES :

Shipping estimate to be determined

ASSUMPTIONS: Bu-'1et is based on 64m x 31.5m elements (206' x 105' outer ice surface for 200' x 100' OLY ri nk)
r,
nduded in this budget: freight, labor, tax, permits, electricity, water, level surface, resurfacer ramp, chiller startup,
,er boards 1st installation, forklifts, turf
PURCHASE
- ······· ..... EXPENSES:
. ...
,,,,,

.,

,,,

Uni Price

No.

Total Price

(}] Portable Ice Rink
Alum inum Elements

10+ years
10-15 years
10-15 years
2-3 years
10+ years
10+ years

$

Glycol
Insulation ( 40psi) @2"

$
$
$

3750 $
675 $
23000 $

$
$

9.75
70.20
0.49
102
8,044

$

3,350

4 $

Travel
Hotel for installation/removal
Shi ing & Trucking

$
$

600
200

4 $
32 $
$

Hockey Dasher Boards
Protective Netting
Foot Plates

$
$

178,130
2,470
5,000

$
$

Hockey Lines/ Logos/White
Ice Cover
Skates
Skate Rack
Skate Rack Shelves
Skate Sharpener
Skate aid "Bobby"

$

Draining pump/ vacuum

64 $

Tax
out-of-state
out-of-state
out-of-state

$

$

5,000
190,000
69.50
618
299
2,800
345

$
$
$

193,822
16,525
10,000

$
$
$

$

$

5,000

Sales Tax - Ice Rink Equip
Sales Tax - Dasher Board Pkg
Sales Tax - Chiller Package

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2

5,000

$
$

5,000 estimate for painting white and printing hockey lines and logos
estimate for insulated ice cover, supervised installation, & shipping
Skates w/buckles various sizes youth 8 · adult 14
portable skate racks - collapslng with wheels
shelves for in between {X)rtable racks
Portable skate sharpener
skatmg aid "seal"

$

$
$
$
$
$

430,694
387,644 2 x Trane RTAC-200 Air Cooled Chillers (not induding trai ler or mounting)
33,050 2 x 25 HP Peerless Pumps w/added baseplate & forklift tubes for outdoors
10,000 Average $10K tbd based on layout

$

$
$

tbd

$

0 applicable sales tax to be determined
0 applicable sales tax to be determined
0 applicable sales tax to be determined

0%
0%
0%

□TOTAL PURCHASE ESTIMATE - Ice Floor. Hockey Boards • Other
TOTALl'URCHASE

use existing boards (hockey board package for aluminum frame & plexiglass)
use existing netting (protective netting above boards attached to cei ling)
5,000 estimate to manufacture freeze-in footplates to use existi ng boarding

$

$

□TOTAL PURCHASE ESTIMATE· Ice Floor Equipment Only

O

13,400 weekly rate - rink installation/remova l (2) supervisors & training labor pvd'd by client (in/out)
2,400 travel for installation/training/removal (2 x 2 trips)
6,400 hotel can also be provided by client (approx. 32 room nights total)
TBD - container shipping & trucking for ice floor, glycol, insulation, skates

$

[ I j Chiller / Boiler/Resurfacer
20+ years
Chiller Purchase
Chiller Pumps
Hose package
20+ yea rs
Resurfacer
O

22,200

21630 $

[I] Dasher Boards

[3l other
1-5 years
4+ years
3-5 years
5-10 years
5-10 years
5-10 years
2-3 years

$

22.05

[I}Installation, Training, Shipping, Travel
Rink installation & training

5-10 yea rs
3+ years

$

$

Liners
Header Covers

586,744

21,630
SQFT
476,942 64m x 31.5m elements: 206' x 105' outer ice surface for 200'x100' OLY rink
includes I CE-WORLD ice rink elements, headers
36,563 per gallon / propylene glycol mix for system
47,385 2" insulation ( 4' x 8' sheets)
11,270 12mm & 6mm liners for water control (assumes secondary containment)
6,541 header covers - plastic molded
8,044 specialized pump to fill & drain system, glycol and ice area

Portable Ice Rink Purchase

Ii
Ii
Ii

I
618 944 Ipurchase & installation estimate (items 1 - 4 only)
1,049,638 I

6081944 purchase & installation estimate (items 1 & 2 only)
1

TERMS:
Please check all requested services and include si gnature below. Estimate subject to change.
50% deposit due to order. 35% due prior to shipping. 15% due upon arrival.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Orgnan ization: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DIRECT ALL INQUIRIES TO:

MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

Scott Williams
tel: 310- 323-776-9423
e-mail: swilliams@ice-america.com

Seaside Ice, LLC - dba Ice-America
Attn : Scott Williams
807 Sprucelake Drive
Harbor City, CA 907 10

We also accept Visa, Mastercard for an additional fee
Legal:
Esti mate is subject to change. Purchaser is responsible for any applicable state & local taxes that may be due.

Hockey Club Fa irbanks
PO Box 70000 Fairbanks, AK 99707

To whom it may concern;
The Executive board of Hockey Club Fairbanks would like to voice our concern and support for
the Carlson Center Ice Arena's future viability in Fairbanks. As the largest youth hockey organization in
Fairbanks we support 500+ players in their development of the sport of ice hockey.
With the recent concerns that the ice plant at the Carlson Center needs upgrading and the potential
news that the University of Alaska Na nooks could be moving to the Patty Ice Center, our board is
concerned for several reasons.
First, we currently use and need the ice allocation we have at the Patty Ice Center and any significant
change in our allotment could be detrimental to our program . If the Na nooks were to change their game
location to the Patty Ice Center, we would struggle to provide a quality program for our players and
parents.
Second, when we are given the opportunity we use the ice at the Carlson Center also to help with our
program .
Third, we support all the Hockey Programs in Fairbanks and realize the importance they play in the
development of our players. It is important that the community of Fairbanks works together to continue
to provide quality hockey opportunities for our youth players and adult as well as our collegiate players.
The Carlson Center is an important part of the Nanook history and we support the needed upgrades to
the ice plant for the future of hockey in Fairbanks.
Please take into consideration the request that has been submitted to vet the need of upgrades to the
Carlson Center ice plant and allow our community to continue in supporting all ice hockey programs.
Thank you

/4,/~
Hockey Club Fairbanks Exective Board
Ben Roth, President
Luther Brice, Vice President
Dima Kulmanovsky, Treasurer
Anna Culley, Secretary
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Alaska 99707
FWHA Home page
FWHA- Facebook page

~

October 5, 2019
To Whom it may concern,
We are writing in support of investment into the Carlson Center Ice arena. It is a
vital component for the hockey community, which is growing every year. The board
members of the Fairbanks Women's Hockey Association are concerned aboutthe
turn events that may close the Carlson Center Ice putting more pressure on
acquiring ice time to run our league and other outreach opportunities. We have
many women every year who are new to town and looking for activities. Military
members and their families come each year and develop lasting friendships and ties
to this community.
We have a membership of 160 women currently playing this season. We have
added an 11 th team this year to accommodate the growth of our league. We
welcome all players at all levels. Fairbanks needs quality arenas to host
tournaments, which brings in winter tourist and helps give exposure to our young
athletes.
We are asking that you upgrade and modernize the Carlson Center Ice Facility to
help our community grow and continue our tradition as a world class hockey town.

Thank You,
Stephanie Saari
Mercedes Anderson
Candy Mattingly
Kathy Larson
Sincerely,
The FWHA Board

President

Vice President

Treasurer

Hosting Women's Hockey since 1978!

Secretary

INTER I OR AL ASKA HOCKEY OFFICIAL S

October 6th , 2019
To whom it may concern,
Interior Alaska Hockey Officials would like to lend our support for the Fairbanks North
Star Borough to consider adding the replacement and upgrading of the Carlson Center ice
plant to the capital improvements list.
Over the course of years, having ice at the Carlson Center has not only provided a home
for the University of Alaska Nanooks but provided another option for youth level hockey
games. The lack of availability of ice has made youth teams get creative in trying find
time for games or practice causing 2 or 3 teams to share ice so no one gets to have a full
ice practice.
I thank you for your consideration of adding ice plant upgrade to the capital
improvements list.

~ff?~
Doug Gillam
President
Interior Alaska Hockey Officials

UAF Hockey Alumni Association
PO Box 70934 , Fairbanks, AK 99707 • uaf.hockey.alumni@gmail.com

To whom it may concern,
As the president of the Alaska Nanook Hockey Alumni, I have witnessed nearly 30 years of UAF
Hockey played at the Carlson Center. Through these years, hundreds of thousands of fans have
witnessed many exciting contests where the Nanooks have played tough or even beaten topranked Division I teams in the country. There have also been many memorable victories over our
heated instate rival, the UAA Seawolves. Countless good memories at the Carlson Center for
many Fairbanks hockey fans!
Making future memories at the Carlson Center now appears to be in jeopardy as the current ice
plant and piping system are old and are showing signs of failure . This issue has since caused
university administrators to discuss the option of moving games to the UAF campus at the highly
inadequate Patty Center. This potential move has many fans on edge, because moving away from
the Carlson Center would be a tremendous step backwards and a potential death nail for the
program.
All this talk could potentially be avoided if the Fairbanks North Star Borough were to step up and
authorize a comprehensive analysis of the Carlson ice plant & piping system. They should then
take the necessary steps to repair or replace whatever is needed . This issue is too important to
the hockey community to be overlooked by the FNSB.
In closing, Nanook Hockey has been a winter tradition at the Carlson Center for almost three
decades. It's important to remember that UAF committed to playing games at the Carlson Center
back in 1990. It's now time for the FNSB to make a commitment to UAF and do its due diligence
with the ice plant issue and ensure that UAF Hockey stays the anchor tenant for many more years
to come. Thank you.

$:+-U4--'
Scott Roselius
President, Alaska Nanook Hockey Alumni
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To Whom It May Concern,

As the Head Coach of the University of Alaska Men's Hockey team I am
writing in support of upgrades and maintenance to the Carlson Center ice
plant.

The Carlson Center is the best location for our program to host its games
for a number of reasons. This includes our recent state of the art locker
room renovation, the number of community members who show up to
cheer on our team (No other current facility could host all the community
members) and the necessity of having a modern facility for hosting other
Division 1 NCAA hockey programs.

Also to note is if the Carlson Center does not have upgrades to the ice
plant this would cause the loss of the ice rink for community groups.
Further putting strains on other, older facilities and reducing the amount
of ice time for the various user groups in the Fairbanks North Star
Borough.

Let's make sure we allow for the Carlson Center to remain home to
Nanook Hockey as it has since its inception.

Regards,

Erik Largen

U~f.

Mark Oldmixon, Director
907-474-6709

mtoldmix.o n(iilalaska.cdu
www.uaf.edu/recreation

NANOOK RECREATION
University of Alaska Fairbanks
P.O. Box 757450 , Fairbanks, Alaska 99775

To Whom It May Concern,
As the Director of Nanook Recreation, I am writing in support of further investment in
the Carlson Center's ability to maintain ice for the purposes of youth and collegiate
hockey.
The Carlson Center is the best location for the Nanooks to host games. The Patty Ice
Arena on campus cannot accommodate the demands a NCAA Division 1 team will put
on the building with increased practice time and weekend game series.
Fairbanks cannot afford to lose a sheet of ice to maintence issues. Our skating
community is strong and thriving. Reduced space options will force a lower quality
experience for everyone. At a time when Fairbanks it struggling to maintain residents,
we need to double down on quality of life investments. Reducing facilities will only
stress other tired facilities. If Carlson goes off line, and the Patty has the slightest
hiccup in infrastructure, Fairbanks stands to lose a lot. The Dipper can't host 2 games
at once. If we every cancel a game or tournament, we will have to combat those
nerves every time we submit to host future tournaments.
Nanook Recreation supports the idea of installing a mobile ice system like what is
available through Ice World International. This investment will allow Fairbanks to buy
some time while we build a new multi-sport recreation facility or repair the Carlson
Center compressor. A future pool and ice rink facility will allow for significant energy
efficiencies, strong business plan development and huge improvements community
recreation.
Let's keep Fairbanks special and attractive to new families and guests, not close a
1990's building in favor of a 1980's building.

Mark Oldmixon

c ¥ ~ 1 ~-
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ICE-AMERICA
Off-season Equipment Maintenance

Elements
Elements should be stored indoors or in a cool, dry place. Direct sunlight and excess
ambient heat will shorten the lifespan of the hose connections and contribute to
aluminum corrosion. Nothing should be stored on top of the elements (pallets, bins) that
will cause damage to the aluminum pipes. Do not stack more than 2 element racks high.
Make sure elements are strapped to the rack whenever they are moved.
Rinsing residual glycol from the elements is recommended annually if ice floor will be
unused for more than three months and/or is used with a rental chiller unit.
. Element Rinsing Instructions
Tools needed :
• 2 x 2" hoses (Came w ith pump vacuum)
• Ice-World PumpNacuum
• 2" Y adapter for vacuum
• Water sou rce (garden hose)
• 3 x garden hoses (separate from water source)
• Garden hose splitter (2-way)
• Water demineralizer system*
• Pressure Gauge
• Pressure Regulator
• 2x ¾" hose to 4" victaulic adapters
• ¾" ball valve
• ¾" to ½" hose adapter
• 2" ball valve with male and female Camlock connections
• Access to sewer drain
• Spare clamps , 20cm element hoses and Sm aluminum pipes
*Water demineral izers can be rented from Puretec, Cull igan, or similar water handling provider.

Step-by-step instructions for element rinsing & water pressure testing :
1. Unfold one element and place on a flat surface
2. Attach water source through pressure regulator, ball valve , pressure gauge and splitter

3. Attach hose to 4" victaulic adapter and connect to one side of header

4. Attach "Y" fitting to other side of header, into 2" ball valve , and to pump vacuum . The
discharge of the pump vacuum will go into the sewer.

5. Connect separate hose to subheader valve, with discharge leading to sewer.

6. Turn on water supply to flush out the residual glycol. The water will run clear once all of
the glycol is removed .
7. Close valve on subheader but let water supply run until the pressure inside the element
reaches 20-25PSI. DO NOT GO OVER 25PSI. HIGHER PRESSURES WILL DAMAGE
THE ELEMENT.
8. Walk around the element while it is pressurized and check for any leaks or damaged
parts that need to be repaired .
9. Mark any problem areas so they can be found once pressure is released.
10. Release pressure by opening 2" ball valve and opening subheader valve.

11 . Turn on pump vacuum and walk out the element to drain excess water.
12. Make repairs to element once it has been drained .
13. Fold and restack elements.
*Connection diagram on next page

Element Flushing Diagram

Waler
Source

2" Hose

ment

2" Hose

•

Skates
Skates should be checked regularly for safe operation, including inspection and
maintenance of the blades, buckles, liners, and shells. Skates should be sharpened
annually and as needed during seasonal -use.
o

o

o

o

Sharpening
■ Sharpen the skates after each season or as needed to keep a proper
edge.
■
Refer to EZ-Sharp manual for instructions
■
It is common practice to add a layer of vaseline to the skate blades after
they are sharpened so the blades do not rust in storage.
Buckles
■
While sharpening , check that all buckles are functioning properly.
■
Check that all buckles "snap" into place and that the springs are
functioning as they should.
■
Check that ankle hinges are in place.
■
Replace any damaged or malfunctioning buckles.
Liners
■ While sharpening , check liner condition .
■
Liners can be removed and are machine washable .
■
Dry liners fully before returning to skates.
■
If liners are damaged, they should be removed and replaced .
Skate storage
■ Store skates in dry conditions.
■ Air out on skate racks or in open pallet containers.
■
Do not store in airtight pallet containers or totes.
■
Do not stack more than 2 skate racks high.

Dasher Boards
Dasher boards should be inspected regularly and annually for sharp edges, damaged
kick plates, bent frames or door hardware, and broken plexiglass. Any damage should
be repaired or covered immediately for safe operation. Boards can be cleaned after use
for best results and can be stacked for storage up to 50 panels high.
•

•

•

Dasher boards should be stored out of direct sunlight, preferably indoors.
o Sunlight will make the orange rail cap fade and make the clear plexiglass foggy
over time.
Boards should be cleaned if there is any residual glue (from stickers/advertisements) or
any large debris. Warm water with dish soap is advised and stay away from ammonia
products such as 409 or Windex and solvents.
Any repairs that need to be made to the dasher boards are best managed while they are
in storage and not while being used for the ice rink.

Glycol
Regular maintenance of the glycol/water refrigerant can help increase the lifespan of the
refrigerant and the ice floor by limiting aluminum corrosion. This includes chemical
testing, adding inhibitors and biocide as needed, filtering for metals and contaminants,
and storing in a cool, dry location away from sunlight.
Filtering Instructions
Equipment needed for filtering : (can be rented)
• Tank large enough to hold all containers of glycol
• Trash pump and hoses
• Bag filter canister
• 5 micron filter bags
• Filter magnets
*Equipment can be rented from Rain For Rent, United Rentals , or similar chemical handling
companies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Set up pump and hoses to circulate through filters and holding tank.
Place NEW filter(s) and magnet(s) into bag filter canister
Empty all glycol containers into holding tank
Start pump and run for 6 to 8 hours so that all glycol passes through magnets and filters.
While glycol is filtering , clean out any residue in the bottom of the IBC tote .
Once the filter process is finished , pump glycol back into IBC totes .
Take a sample of the filtered glycol to have analyzed by a chemist. See attached report
for required tests.

Glycol Chemistry Instructions
• Adjusting chemical properties
o After the glycol has been tested , make any necessary adjustments to the pH
level , as advised by the chemist. pH level should be between 8 and 8.5
o Mix should be 45% monopropylene glycol to 55% water
o Glycol should have very low amounts of iron , copper and sodium nitrite
o Glycol should also have low conductivity.
o Biocides should be added to prevent microbiological growth in the glycol. Th is
can cause corrosion inside the aluminum pipes over time if it is not controlled .
o Any red food coloring can be used to die the glycol if color starts to fade.

Glycol Storage Instructions
• Storage
o Glycol should be kept out of any direct sunlight to prevent microbiological growth.
o Keep away from any direct heat sources or open flames .
o Make sure all totes have caps screwed on tightly so that no foreign contam inants
can fall inside.
o Do not stack totes more than 2 high while in storage.
o All storage containers should have an MSDS attached in a visible place.
Sample Glycol Report:
CHEM PRO LABORATORY, INC
·0

STATt: CERTIFEO IABOAAlDRY
WASTE WATt:R ANAL \'SIS
POLWTDN MOIIITORING
WAlER TREATMENT

&t. 1964 - 50 .,..,.. d • - n - • and quality Slll"VICII
9.! 1 W 190:t, 9. Gardena, CA 90248-4'.198
Tt!l 310-5:32-8611 -FWI :310-719-9502 -cne~rtllotu:om

Report of Water A nalysis
Analysis I : 8576 (page 1 d 1)

Report Date: 2018-0&-05

Job Name / Location : Ice America. Harbor City, CA
Sample Description : ICE MACHINES - NITRITE - AZOLE - GLYCOLS Sample Date: 2018-06-05
Sampled By: J.d Of Ice Amenca

Requested By : Mike Bortnk
Analyzed By : Alan Aesc~1man

Results :

Sample II
System
ProdJct
VtSual
Turbidity, NTU
Iron (Fe)
Copper (Cu)

pH . units

389 12471

390 12472

BATCH 1
MYSTERY GLYCOL
DARK PINK
32.2 NTU
.175

BATCH 4
MYSTERY GLYCOL
LIGHT PINK
9.25 NTU

.24
9.09
1052
9.50
7.60

CondUciJvity, J,Mhos
Aromatic Azole
Phosphate (P04)
Phosphonate (P04)
ND
Sodium ilrite (NaN02)
700
Glycol, ~..
see below

Evaluation:
LVZEDBY A. AESCHLIMAN & I. KLEINSASSER
GLYCOL RESULTS:

389:
IF PROPYLENE GLYCOL: 40.6°0
IF ETHYLE E GLYCOL: 45.6%

#390
F PROPYLENE GLYCOL: 34.2°.
F ETHYLENE GLYCOL: 37.8~.

.248
.37
8.60
146.5
6.40
10
5.15

<40
see below

MSDS for Propylene Glycol :

lcE-AMEiiYcX

807 Sprucelake Dr. Harbor City, CA 90710 323-776-9423
ChemTrec (Transportation Spin Response 24 hours): 800-424-9300

Propylene Glycol Inhibited
CPL3070
This product is considered non-hazardous.

Not DOT Regulated

lcE-WORiD

Ice-World International bv
Weteringpad 7
NL-3762 EN Soest
T +31 [0]35 5480500
F +31 [0]35 5480501
E info@ice-world.com
I www.ice-world.com
IBAN: NL27ABNA0440253683
BIG: ABNANL2A
VAT no: NL804213550B01
Chamber of Commerce no:
31044396

Comparison mobile ice rink systems

I
Ice
guarantee

Ice making

!Aluminium system

IEPDM system

Until 25°C and wind speed of 1m/s

Until 12°C and wind speed of 1m/s ,

• Filling pool in one time
• Waiting 12 hours, no manpower
required

• Building layer for layer by
spraying water
• Takes at least 48 hours with 1 or
2 persons

Assembly
1800 m 2

5 days
• Ca . 10-12 days
• Individual elements carried by 6
• Big boxes can be handled only
persons
with forklift
• Assembly not possible with
• Assembly no problem with
temperatures up to 20°C and max.
temperatures above 8°C and
max. wind speed of 1m/s
wind speed of 1m/s

Dismantling

Dismantling time 3 days (process see Total dismantling time 5 days
assembly above)
(process see assembly above)

Maintenance

Leakages easy to repair (screw
driver)

•

Heat
conductive [Alum inium 234 W/mk
coefficients
Energy use
when
making the
ice (Ambient
temperature
10°c, s Btt
Energy use
during the
ice project
(1800m2
Chur))

Low energy consumption (all cold
from chiller goes directly into the
water)

Leakages hard to repair (can be
done only by trained staff)

IEPDM 0,04 W/mk
High energy consumption (a lot of
cold from chiller is lost due to
spraying)

*1
2 .095 kwH
8.205 kwH
Low energy consumption (aluminium High energy consumption due to
system does not lay directly on the
low heat coefficient of the rubber
floor but in the ice)
material

*2
1571 kwH per day

2683 kwH per day

lcE-W6JU:D

Average
energy costs
450 m2 5
weeks, at 5
C 0 (in
Germany)

Savings up to 40% compared to
EPDM

No energy savings

*3

€ 3.885,-

€ 6.070,-

Conductor by nature
Thermal
Isolator by nature
7 cm in total of which 3 cm above the
5 cm above the pipes
conductivity
pipe system
Cold
Conductor

Propylene glycol (food safe)

Dismantling !Within 8 hours

ISOCertificates

11s0 14001 and 9001

!Recycling

Easy to recycle , recycling program in
place

Chances of
leakages
material

Due to solid material : hardly

I

Monoethylene glycol (toxic)
Within 36 hours (shorter when boiler
is used)

j1s0 14001 and 9001
Due to flexible material : vulnerable

Corrosion as
Does occur
result of
wrong glycol

Glycol has no effect on the material

Loss of
glycol
through
leakages

ILess than 1%

IUp to 30%

Installation
of special
rinks

Due to solid material and sizes not
very flexible

Flexible, easy to set up different
sizes of ice rinks

Summary:
When it comes to energy consumption aluminium is the better system. When it comes to
flexibility EPDM has more advantages.
The decision to use either of the systems depends on different arguments like the duration of
the project (the longer'the event lasts, the more important the electricity use will be), the
ambient temperatures of the location, the budget of the client. ...

lcE-WORED
Background information:
*1
In September 2009 Sparkling Project made a calculation model to predict the energy
consumption of various types of ice rinks for both the stationary conditions and the process
of making ice. The model results show that the Ice-World aluminium ice rink system has the
best energy performance. It is 10 to 25% more efficient than currently used EPDM and PE
ice rinks and 33 to 40% more efficient than the ice rink systems that Ice-World used before .
The calculation model was verified by TNO and TOV, both on a theoretical basis and under
laboratory cond itions. TNO and TOV concluded that Sparkling Project's calculation model is
theoretically correct. This was confirmed by the laboratory measurements that were
performed by TNO and T0V12.Therefore it can be concluded that the Ice-World aluminium
ice rink system is 10 to 25% more energy efficient than other, currently available, ice rink
systems. Besides, the Ice-World ice rink can maintain the ice at severe conditions where the
other systems get wet.
Extract from TNO/TOV analysis:
I ctrlclty con5umpllon (kWh)

.. ,,,,,

.. I

., I

....
,..

,,

.
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Electricity consumption
The electricity consumption consists of two parts. The first part is consumed during
the period that the ice is made. The second part is the electricity consumption,
needed to maintain the ice surface temperature.
The presence of a water layer between the pipes and the surface of an aluminium ice rink
also means that the ambient temperature at which an ice floor can be made, is higher
than for the spraying method .
The method , filling the basin at once with water, will lead to a fast and controlled freezing
of the ice floor without the need of supervision. The other method, spraying thin layers of
water over the ice floor, will in practice lead to inefficiencies: a good timing to spray a new
layer requires permanent supervision . As soon as the ice floor is dry and frozen, the new
water layer should be sprayed immediately. In reality there will always be loss of time
between the right moment to spray and the actual moment of spraying.
The models indicate that the aluminium ice rinks are 1O to 40% more efficient than the
EPDM and PE ice rinks, included in the calculations. This range depends on the
actual cooling load that is required to keep the ice surface at the desired
temperature . At worse ambient conditions, the difference between aluminium and
other ice rinks will increase, in favour of the aluminium ice rink. In practice, ambient

'

,,.

lcE~WORLD
conditions are varying . The presence of heat sources like lighting, heaters, solar
radiation , rain and fog , will have their impact on the actual energy consumption of the
ice rink. Nevertheless, the type of heat load on the ice rink is not important. The
model shows what the effect is of various heat loads under identical situations.
The conclusion is, that the difference in energy consumption is more eminent if the
ambient cond itions are severe. These conditions are the most energy consuming
ones.
Ice-World , supplier of mobile ice-rinks was confronted with a publication in
which the aluminium ice-rink system was qualified as less energy efficient than the
EPDM ice rinks. The publication referred to a study performed by ILK Dresden
(Germany). Ice-World supplied EPDM ice rinks in the past and switched to aluminium
ice rink systems several years ago. The experience of end users is that the
aluminium ice ri nks perform much more energy efficient than the EPDM ice rinks : an
average of 30 - 40% energy efficiency improvement. The ILK Dresden study
therefore was a surprise for Ice-World and resulted in a comparison between the
different systems by Sparkling Projects and TNO/TOV.
The developed model was also used to reconstruct the results published in the article
of ILK Dresden. In that article is concluded that the EPDM ice rink is 4% more
efficient than an aluminium ice rink. In the calculation model a variant was calculated ,
based on the following assumptions:
• Ice coverage : 50 mm above the pipes
• Fixed supply temperature of -10°C
• Fixed pump electric power.

The results show that if the pump electric power and the supply temperature are kept
constant, the EPDM ice rink consumes less electricity. However, the surface
temperature of the ice differs 0, 78 degrees. As the cooling load is determined by the
temperature difference between the ambient and the ice surface, a higher ice surface
temperature leads automatically to a lower cooling load and a reduced electricity

.

'

. .,

lcE-WORED
consumption . The ice quality however, is not comparable . They show that at severe
ambient conditions an EPDM ice rink is more vulnerable than an aluminium ice rink.

Conclusion
Four ice rink types have been modelled . The aluminium ice rink shows the best
energetic performance. Compared to the EPDM 2 ice rinks energy savings lie
between 33 and 40% . With respect to currently used EPDM 1 and PE ice rinks the
energy savings are between 10 and 25%.

*2
Comparison energy use ice rinks in Chur Switzerland

Stromverbraiuch CHUR: Vergleich Gummimaitten vs. Aluminium
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Please note the actually energy consumption depends on many factors such as temperatu re,
wind , sun, efficiency of the cooling installation , maintenance of the ice, number of skaters, etc.

About Ice-World
Ice-World International - operating since 1992 - is the world market leader hiring out more than 600
ice rinks each year. Fifteen staff members work at our head office in Baarn, while 22 employees
produce the ice rinks at our factory in Etten-Leur. Our extensive dealer network provides the link
between ice rink production and the distribution of our ice rinks worldwide. The patented fold-out
aluminium system makes our ice rinks unique.
Advantages ot the Ice-World Ice rink:
• Set up today and skate tomorrow
• Real ice to 30°C/85°F
• Skating on green energy
• Up to 40% more energy efficient
• Versatile: as a temporary attraction in villages
and towns, as a platform for shows, sports
and events.

i)
jr.,W-1'·1i
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The Ice-World range comprises:
• Mobile seasonal Ice rink
• Mobile Ice hockey rink
• Mobile 400-metre track
• Mobile short track
• Mobile long-distance ice track
• Mobile platinum ice rink
• FunTrack
• FunSlide.

w1ndun1e

Ice-World International

Tolweg 5

3741 LM Baarn

The Netherl ands

www. ice-world.com

info@ice-wor1d.com

The ECO Ice rink

The ECO Ice rink

Ice-World and its dealers are aware of their responsibility
to burden the environment as little as possible.
Out of this responsibility for people, the environment and
society, the concept of sustainability was our primary
starting point in the development of our aluminium ice
rinks.
Resulting notably In energy efficiency and re-use.

To demonstrate these energy savings t he engineering
firm Sparkling Projects has been commissioned by
Ice-World to physically underpin them.
TNO/TOV checked the calculation models and tested
the various products in its laboratory and came to the
conclusion that the Ice-World rink saved up to 40% in
energy costs. Report no. TNO034-APD-2009-0378.

But that's not all ......
Ice-World and its dealers consciously
work on cutting energy consumption, and
show customers how the ice rinks can
be used with lower energy consumption.
The cooling unit can often be switched off
at night. And, should there be a layer of
water on the ice in the morning: thanks to
the conducting ability of aluminium, it will
re-freeze much more quickly than with ice
rinks made of other materials. Calculations
are also made as to how to protect the rink
from sun, wind, and rain in order to keep
the energy bill as low as possible in this
regard as well.

40% savings on energy costs
In the meantime many years of experience have
demonstrated that Ice-World Ice floors consume up to
40% less energy In comparison with traditional ice rinks
made of EPDM or PE.
They achieve this thanks to the patented system
whereby the ice surface is frozen by aluminium tubes.
Metal is a better conductor, which means less energy
is needed.
Furthermore, the tubes lie in the water, so less energy
leaches away via the cold fl oor.

ISO 14001 environmental certification
The manufacture, rental, sale, assembly and disassembly
of the mobile aluminium ice rinks are carried out in a
sustainable manner.
Aluminium and ail other components are re-used, and
the storage of the coolants is done in accordance with
the regulations.
ISO 14001 Certificate No.: 5932-2007-AE-NLD-RvA.
To cool Its ice rinks Ice-World and its dealers use the more
expensive but environmentally friendly polypropylene
glycol. Nearly 100% of this refrigerant is re-used.

Continuing developments! We want to
halve the energy consumption of our ice
rinks by 2015. By then we will only be
working with suppliers who comply with
our sustainability policy. In addition, by
2015 ail materials required for the production
of the Ice rink will be recycled.
For the wooden boarding certffled wood
originating from sustainably managed
woodlands will be used, along with the
compensation of CO2 emissions for the
logistics process (transport).

Naturally sustainable
In a time when future generations are being taken into account, sustainable development is a policy focus in
many organisations. Ice-World International is with some 600 temporary ice rinks a year worldwide the largest
company hiring out mobile ice rinks. Ice-World is taking the lead as a producer and supplier of mobile ice rinks in
the development of sustainable electricity. The mobile ice rinks are cooled using green energy. To do this, each
year Ice-World buys 3 gigawatts of power from Dutch wind farms, enough energy to power all our mobile ice rinks
worldwide.

Finally
The production and use of a mobile ice
rink costs energy.
We are fu lly aware of this and the particular
technology of our patented ice rinks has
been developed from nature to further
reduce energy consumption.
This Is only to be expected from an ISO14001 certified company with energy
savings and the environment as top
priorities in its policy.
This Is why Ice-World and Its dealers.
ensure - while respecting our surroundings
- that everyone can continue putting on
their skates, whatever the weather,
summer or winter, on every continent.

. k w1·thin 48 hours
An ice hockey nn

.,~
GOALS & DREAMS
A PROUD SUPPORTER OF
TRALIAN GRASSROOTS HOCKEY

lcE-Wc5ilto

USA face Canada at
the International Ice
Hockey Australian Tour
The USA and Canada's ice hockey teams took
part in the exhibition ice hockey series in Perth,
Brisbane, Melbourne and Sydney in July 2014.
The teams, which consisted of players from the
National Hockey League (NHL) and the American
Hockey League (AHL), battled it out in Australia's
biggest indoor arenas. With a total of 70.000
visitors this has been Australia's largest sporting
event in years. Ice-World International supplied
the portable ice hockey floors complete with IIHF
certified dashboard system. As value for money is
a big consideration when it comes to arena hire,
the foldable Ice-World aluminium ice floor does
the job better than any other ice floor available on
the market. The ice hockey rinks were ready to play
in 36 hours. 18 hours after the game the arenas
were ready to use for the next event.
Ice-World was also the supplier of the temporary
ice hockey rinks for the USA vs. Canada tours in
New Zealand in 2011 and Australia in 2013, and
other professional ice hockey games in the USA,
Sweden, Germany, the UK, and other countries.
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Semi-permanent Ice Hockey Rinks in
London and Berlin
When the Streatham Ice Arena in London closed in December 2011, the local ice
skaters and ice hockey teams needed an interim solution. Ice-World set up an ice
hockey rink inside a temporary structure with all facilities and rink side seating.
It proved to be an affordable and professional home of Streatham's ice skating
and ice hockey teams until the new Streatham Ice and Leisure Centre opened in
November 2013.

Starting in the winter season 2009/2010 the former airport Berlin Tempelhof became
th.etemporary home for the ice hockey team ECC Preussen Berlin for a period of three
years. As the same space was used mid-season for a trade fair quick assembly and
dismantling was crucial. Only with the Ice-World technology a seamless transition
between both events was made possible.

Ice Hockey in the Ballroom of the
Classic Center in Athens, Georgia,
United States
The Classic Center in Athens, Georgia, preferred a system that could be installed
and removed quickly, rather than a permanent fixture. The mobile ice system of
Ice-World is an innovative design that allows hockey games, public skating, and
other events to take place with quick transition times in order to work with the
Classic Center's bevy of regularly scheduled conventions and trade shows. A very
affordable alternative to a professional ice arena!

Ice-World International is the leading global supplier of temporary skating facilities.
The Dutch company was founded in 1992 and has supplied over 2.400.000 m 2 (25.800.000 sq.

lcE-W6llLD

ft.) of mobile ice rink flooring since then . Customers in more than 40 countries on all continents

have rented or purchased products from Ice-World. Next to the temporary ice hockey rink, IceWorld has produced the fastest mobile speed skating rink in the world, and manufactures ice
floors for recreational skating, ice shows, bandy, and other ice sports.

Many times and in many different locations, Ice-World International has shown what it can

Ice-World International b.v.

www.ice-world.com

do. In next to no time it can turn the unlikeliest of locations into a professional, full-size ice

Tolweg 5

www.ice-hockeyrink.com

hockey rink.

3741 LMBaarn

www.flickr.com/photos/ice-world

• Patented foldable aluminium ice rink floor

The Netherlands

www.youtube.com/iceworldrinks

, High quality ice up to 30°C/86°F at any location

T +31 355480500

https://twitter.com/iceworld rinks

• ISO 14001 and 9001 certified

E info@ice-world.com

www.facebook.com/iceworldrinks

• Own production in the Netherlands
, Up to 40% less energy consumption than EPDM rubber and PE systems
, Carbon footprint offsetting through the purchase of wind energy certificates.
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Project: Hockey long side connection
Date: 26-4-2013

Version: 001

Drawn: Martijn Arts
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Air-Cooled Series R(TM)
Job Information

•

Ice America
Los Angeles
(E61)Frank Lulli

TRANE"

Tag

RTAC-200

Unit nominal tonnage

200

Model Number
Quantity

RTAC200

Unit type
Capacity

87.10 tons

Product Version

185

1

Standard efficiency

Unit Information
Efficiency

5.9 EER

Shipping weight

12884.0 lb

COP
Refrig (HFC- 134a) - ckt 1

1.72 COP

Operating weight

215.0 lb

Length

13193.0 lb
232.000 in

Refrig (HFC-134a) - ckt 2

215.0 lb

Width

89.000 in

Oil charge - ckt 1
Oil charge - ckt 2

1.90 gal
1.90 gal

Height
A-weighted sound pressure

93.000 in

Compressor sound package

Sound enhancement A-weighted sound power

Agency listing

C/UL listing

73dBA

101 dBA

Evaporator Information
Low temp
10.00 F

Evap fluid type

Ethylene glycol

Evap fluid concentration

Evap entering temp

14.90 F

Evap. fluid freeze point

35.00 %
-0.05 F

Evap flow rate
Evap pressure drop

480.00 gpm

Min evap flow rate

474.00 gpm

Evap application
Evap leaving temp

Evap fouling factor
Evap configuration

Press drop min evap flow
12.90 ft H2O
0.00010 hr-sq ft-deg F/Btu Max evap flow rate
Press drop max evap flow
2pass 1.25 insulation Saturated evap temp - ckt 1

12.60 ft H2O
883.00 gpm
45.20 ft H2O
3.10 F

Saturated evap temp - ckt 2

3.40 F

Condenser Information
Ambient air temp
Elevation

95.00 F

Cond ambient range

Low ambient

0.00 ft

116.30 F

Cond fin material

Aluminum slit fins

Saturated cond temp - ckt 1
Saturated cond temp - ckt 2
Cond fan/motor config

Fans w/ TEAO motors

116.40 F

Electrical Information
Unit voltage

460v/60hz/3ph

LRA - compressor A

1065.00 A

Unit power

LRA - compressor B

1065.00 A

Compressor power

177.90 kW
159.30 kW

Fan motor power

17.80 kW

LRA - compressor D

Number of condenser fans

12.00 Each

Incoming power line connection Single point

Compressor starter type
RLA- condenser fan (each)

Across the line

Single point power MCA

417.00 A

2.70A

Single point power MOP

500.00 A

RLA - compressor A

168.00 A

Dual point power MCA - ckt 1

RLA - compressor B

168.00 A

Dual point power MCA - ckt 2

RLA - compressor C

Dual point power MOP - ckt 1
Dual point power MOP - ckt 2

RLA - compressor D
Short circuit
2/26/2016

High
Product Version

LRA - compressor C

Short circuit rating

65000.00 A

185
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Air-Cooled Series R(TM)
Job Information

•

Ice America
Los Angeles
(E61)Frank Lulli

TRANE"

Tag
Model Number

RTAC-200

Quantity

1
185

RTAC200

Product Version

Unit nominal tonnage
Unit type
Capacity

200
Standard efficiency
87.10 tons

This unit is outside the scope of ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and CANS/CSA C743.
Outside the scope of AHRI Air-Cooled Water-Chilling and Heat Pump Water-Heating Packages
Using Vapor Compression Cycle Certification Program, but is rated in accordance with AHRI
Standard 550/590 (1-P) and AHRI Standard 551/591 (SI).

Information for LEED Projects
ASH RAE 90.1/CSA compliance
Refrig (HFC-134a) - ckt 1
Refrig (HFC-134a) - ckt 2
Note:

All versions to 2010
215.0 lb
215.0 lb

IPLV

Rated capacity (AHRI )
Rated efficiency (AHRI)

13.6 EER
198.90 tons
9.7 EER

This product meets the minimum efficiency requirements of ASHRAE Standard 90 .1 and CANS/CSA C743 for all
versions (which are based on AHRI standard rating conditions) and , therefore, also meets the LEED "Minimum
Energy Performance" prerequisite in the Energy and Atmosphere section .

The LEED Green Building Rating System™ . developed by the U.S. Green Building Council, provides independent, third-party verification that a building project
meets green building and performance measures.

2/26/2016

Prod uct Version
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1 Overview Ice-World ice rink parts
In this chapter we give you an overview of the Ice-World ice rinks and all its individual parts.
Also important sizes and weights of the Ice-World elements and boarding are given.
In the picture below you will see an overview of an ice rink and its accessories.
The ice rink itself consists of cooling elements which are coupled together with main header pipes.
The main headers are connected with hoses to the cooling equipment.
The cooling equipment consists of a buffer tank, a pump and a cooling machine which we call a
chiller. The pump will pump the cooling liquid (glycol) from the buffer tank through the chiller and
the ice rink and back into the buffer tank.
The ice rink is usually placed on a raised wooden floor and is surrounded by boarding.
In this chapter we focus on the parts ofthe ice-rink and boarding. In chapter about cooling
equipment you will find the chiller, pump, hoses and buffer tank explained.

Figure 1-1-0verview ice rink and cooling equipment
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1.1 The cooling elements
The basis of the ice rink consists of the cooling elements. Through these elements the cooling liquid
will be pumped which will cool the water in wh ich the elements are placed and turn them into ice.
In the next chapter (How the Ice-World ice rink works), we explain more thoroughly how this process
works.
The cooling elements of Ice-World have a patented system, this system makes them easy to fold, to
place, to transport, to store and less vulnerable to leakages than any other ice rink systems.
In the picture below an Ice-World cooling element is schematically drawn .
Note that for the sake of space on this paper, the element is drawn with only two 5 meter elements
and one hinge part. Normally five, six or seven sets of pipes will be connected together which makes
the total length 25, 30 or 40 meters long.
On the right hand side you will find the main header, which consists of two collector pipes on which
the cool ing pipes can be connected . The cooling pipes, which take up most of the element, are
aluminium pipes of 5 meters long with a diameter of 19mm.
The pipes are held together in equal distance with distance holders . On the end of the cooling
element an end header and a bleeder tap is placed .
The cooling pipes are connected with the main header, the end header and the next set of pipes with
flexible tubes . This way a closed piping system is build through which the cooling liquid can be
pumped . Because the tubes are flexible, the sets of pipes can be folded up to a compact package.

end header

flexible tubes

-----

bleeder tap

-

aluminium tubes

main header
flexible tubes

~

distance holders

Figure 1·2 - lce•World element
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1.2 Modular system, the ma in h eader pipes
The cooling elements are built to be coupled in a modular way. The main header tubes have a groove
on each side on which a hinge lock coupl ing can be placed. With this coupling two headers can be
connected together. This makes it possible to easily connect exactly the amount of headers needed
for your ice rink .

Figure 1-3 - Main header, hinge lock coupling and rubber seal

Figure 1-4 - End cap with hinge lock. coupling

The hinge locks come with a rubber seal wh ich makes the connection watertight.
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When all elements for an ice rink are connected to each other, one end will be closed off with end
caps. On the other end a coupling adapter (from Hinge lock to Camlock) will be connected in order to
connect hoses to and from the cooling equipment.

Figure 1-5 - adapter couplings

For transport and storage, the header pipes should be closed off with plastic caps .

Figure 1·6 - plastic caps for headerpipes
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1.3 Exact sizes of the elements
The width of the elements are exactly one meter. This makes it easy make the right size of an ice rink.
For examp le an ice rink of 15 x 30 meters is build by connecting 15 cooling elements with a length of
30m together.
The length of the elements however, come in different sizes. As mentioned earlier, the length of the
elements is a multiple of 5 meters, due to the length of the aluminium pipes which are exactly Sm
long. Ice-World makes standard sizes of elements which are 20, 25, 30 and 40 meters, but other sizes
can be custom made.
Unlike the exact width of each element (lm), the real length of the elements are not exactly a
multiple of 5 meters. This is caused due to the added size of the flexible tubes, the main header and
the end header. In the table below you will find the added length of each part and the exact size of
the standard elements.
part

size (mm)

Header

460

Pipes

5000

Flex tubes

100

End header

90

type

header

pipes

flex tubes

end header

total length (mm)

20

1

4

3

1

20850

25

1

5

4

1

25950

30

1

6

5

1

31050

35

1

7

6

1

36150

40

1

8

7

1

41250

Table 1 - Exact length of Ice-Worlds ice nnk elemen t s

These are the sizes the elements will have when they leave our factory. However, during use the
elements will slightly stretch and become longer. If you need to be sure the ice rink will fit
somewhere, add an extra safety length of approximately 150mm.

1.4 Size and weight of the elements when stacked for transport or
storage
One big advantage of the Ice-World system is the ability to fold the elements. The elements can be
folded together like an accordion due to the flexible tube connections . The remaining packages are
only 5,5 x 1 meters big and can be stacked on a pallet to make one package of 5,5 x 1,2 x 1,2 meters.
Because the different lengths of the elements make the packages differ in height we have for each
type of element another way to stack them on a pallet.
For example, when stacking the 30m elements, the headers should all be placed on the same side of
the pallet, but when stacking other sizes of elements the headers should be placed alternating.
Also the amount of elements that can be stacked on one pallet differs per length type of the
element.
In the next picture you can see the stacking order of our four standard sizes.
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20m - 7 pieces - Alternating

25m - 6 pieces - Alternating

30m - 5 pieces - Straight

40m - 4 pieces - Alternating

Figure 1-7 - Stacking order of elements on pallet

It is very important that the stacking on a pallet is neatly and correctly done. Most ice rinks will be
stored for a whole year and when they are stored incorrectly for th is amount of time, permanent
damage can be done to, for example, dista nce holders which are slowly bended by the weight of the
main headers.
Also make sure the boarding is placed correct in order to prevent bend ing of the boarding.
In these pictu res you will see an exampl e of a pallet which is stacked wrong and one stacked
correctly.

CORRECT stacked

stacked WRONG
Figure 1-8 • How to stack. correctly

In the tab le below you can find the weight s of t he stacked pallets. Take into account that used
elements will have some glycol left into them which makes them heavier.
The refore add some extra weight to this t able to be sure.
type

elements

weight per
element

2x Boarding
weight

pallet weight

total weight

20

7

74,7

112

115

750

25

6

90,1

112

115

768

30

5

106,5

112

115

760

40

4

122

112

115

715

Table 2 - Weight in kg of pallets with new ice rink elements
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1.5 Board ing
Boarding is a very important part of an ice rink. It provides safety and good routing (prevents people
to enter or leave the rink other than at the entrance or exit). Boarding can also be used to place
advertisements on.
1.5.1

Ice - World wooden (open) boardi ng

The Ice-World wooden boarding is made of steel legs and wooden beams. It gives a rustic image
which fits nicely with an winter ice rink. We sometimes call this board ing rustic boarding.
The boarding is available in two sizes: 2,5 and 5 meters wide .
Special sizes can be ordered at Ice-World but experience tells us that custom izing a boarding yourself
is much more convenient.
The exact sizes of the boarding can be found in the next drawing.
2500

mm

400 ...

1500 mm

5000 mm

150 mm

I
I

150mm

150 mm

1020 mm

250 mm

1
2000 mm

~

340mm

Figure 1·9 - Boarding sizes Ice-World

1 .5.2

Closed PE boarding

The closed boa rding is made out of an aluminium frame covered with PE plates.
There are straight parts, corner parts and several sizes of doors ava ilable.
Closed boarding is less easy to build up, less flexible and more expensive. It is also more difficult to
remove snow from the ice rink .
However advantages are that the boarding w ill form an almost closed conta iner which makes it very
suitable for indoor ice rinks and for amateur hockey.
Ice-World also has special transparent boarding and a professional ice hockey boarding on stock.
The sizes of the closed PE boarding can be found in the appendix or requested at Ice-World .
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1.6 Plastic foil
The plastic foil is used to create a watertight basin in which the water is filled to be frozen by the
cooling elements.
Ice-World uses PVC foil of which at least one side is completely white .
This white side must be placed to the top in order to reflect as much sunlight as possible.
The plastic foil is available in various thicknesses . Ice-World uses foils with a thickness of 0,15mm.
From experience we learned that this thickness is sufficient for most terrains . When a thicker foil is
needed in order to prevent leaking, sometimes it is wiser to use the 0,15mm foil doubled .
The plastic foil comes on rolls with sizes : 11 x 27.5m, 11 x 32.5m, 16 x 32.5m or 16 x 42 .5m.

Figure 1· 10 - plastic foil

1.7 Corner profiles
The corner profiles are made out of aluminium and have a size of 5250 x 70 x 70 mm .
The profiles are placed around the edges of the ice rink under the plastic foil. This makes the plastic
foil into a watertight basin with an edge with the height of 70mm.
This basin can be filled with water to be frozen .

Figure 1-1 1 • l profile

The profiles are 5,25m long and are meant to slide into each other (with an overlap) .
For example, for an ice rink with the width of 14m you will need 3 overlapping profiles.
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There is also a special shaped profile to be used at the end of the main header where the hoses go to
the cooling equ ipment. This profile does exactly fit the round shape of the main header.

Figure 1·12 • Special header L profile

However, from practice we learned that lifting the main header a bit and slid ing the standard corner
profile under it works better. The main advantage is that no water will flow out of the basin, the
disadvantage is that the first ma in header will lay slightly askew.
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2

How the Ice-World ice rink works

In this chapter we have a closer look at the Ice-World ice rink to see how it works.
We start with an overview and an explanation on how ice is made. After that we will go into detail on
how the cooling liquid flows through the Ice-World elements and why it is designed to flow that way.

2.1 An overview how ice - rinks work
The principle of making ice is very simple. You take some water, bring it in contact with something
very cold, all the heat in the water will flow to the cold spot (You can also say: the heat gets extracted
from the water) and the water will get colder and turn into ice.

flow

chiller

_____

~ - . ( > ·~ - . /..._

cold t· Hl''C)

__.

pump

Figure 2-1- How an ice rink works

To do this artificially in an ice rink we use a big refrigerator, we call this a chiller.
The chiller can cool a cooling fluid to minus 10 degrees Celsius (-l0°C).
The cooling liquid is then pumped through the ice rink cooling elements. The cooling elements are
placed in the basin with water (made out of the plastic foil and corner profiles). The heat gets
extracted from the water and the water will turn into ice.
During this process the cooling liquid (which is actually water mixed with glycol to prevent it from
freezing at such low temperatures) absorbs the heat from the water and therefore gets warmer.
Often the 'cooling liquid' a.k.a. 'the glycol mixture' or in short 'glycol' will warm up during its flow
through the ice rink from -l0°C to - 6°C.
When the glycol leaves the ice rink it will flow into a buffer tank from which it will be pumped again
through the chiller to make it cold again.
Inside the chiller the heat that the cooling liquid got from the water gets extracted and blown away
by big fans into the air. When the liquid is cold again (-l0°C) the circle starts over by pumping the
glycol through the ice rink cooling elements again.
This cooling circle is an ongoing process even when the ice is formed because the ice itself gets
heated by external influences like sun, wind, rain and ground heat. Often in wintertime these
influences are minor compared to making ice or a hot noon so the chiller does not need to work on
full power and will often work at a fraction of its power (in general 1/3 of its power, often even less).
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Figure 2·2 - Heat load on an ice rink due to external Influences

In this picture you see the influences on the ice rink which cause a heat load on the ice rink.
As you can see, the heat load is transferred through the Ice-World elements (inside the ice) towards
the chiller where the heat is extracted and released back to the air.
Ice-World International has a master course 1 available in which is taught how to calculate these heat
loads and also how to calculate the influence of different measurements like insulation.

2.2 How the Ice -World cooling elements work

•

In the previous chapter you already got acquainted with the Ice-World cooling elements, these
elements are actually a piping system through which the cooling liquid (glycol) is pumped .
But how exactly does this glycol flow through the elements and why?

endheader
return

cold
in

t !

•warm'
out

Figure 2-3 - Flow trough element

Let's start at the main header.
Into one pipe, which we will call the supply pipe of the main header, the cold glycol from the chiller
is pumped. The glycol flows through this pipe and gets distributed into the small aluminium pipes.
The aluminium pipes are connected alternately to the supply pipe and the other pipe which we call
the discharge pipe. The glycol therefore flows through half of the pipes all the way to the end header.
In the end header the glycol is forced to flow back into the other half of the pipes which is connected
to the main headers discharge pipe.
1

This master cou rse will be ava ilable before season 2010, Ice-World will inform you as soon as it is available .
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On its way through the ice rink, the glycol takes the heat from the ice rink and slowly becomes
warmer. At the end of the ice rink, when the glycol flows back into the discharge pipe, the glycol will
be about 4 degrees warmer in temperature . We call this the delta temperature of 4 degrees (LH =

4•q.
However we don't want an ice rink to be cooled unevenly. If an ice surface is cooled unevenly
differences in ice thickness can occur, which makes it not so nice to skate on.
The Ice-World system is build up in such a way that the temperature of the cooling liquid is evenly
spread throughout the ice surface. In the next figure this is visually explained .

.9•
-8"

-r
-a·
-a·

-9"

-r

10°

-a· ,o•
-a·
•1
-a· -6.

-,0°c
in

t

-60(

out

Figure 2-4 - temperature spreading

We can see in th is figure that the glycol will enter the system with a temperature of -10°C. This glycol
is pumped through the connections at the side of the header to the cooling pipes. Due to the setup
of the main header, the incoming glycol only flows into the even pipes of the cooling elements.
When the glycol enters the pipes its temperature is -10°C, it starts to collect the heat from the ice
rink and slowly becomes warmer. Halfway it is already -9°C and at the end of the elements it will be 8°C. On its way back through the odd pipes it will again warm up 2 degrees and will finish with a
temperature of -6°C.
When you have a closer look at how the pipes are laid out, you will see that every time a cold pipe is
placed next to a 'warm' pipe. The temperature of these two pipes will average through the ice.
As you can see in the figure, the temperature of -l0°C is next to the -6°C, in average this becomes 8°C. The same is true further to the end of the cooling element. Halfway you will have -9 and -7
which also makes -8 and at the end the average is also -8°C.
We can conclude that the Ice-World system makes sure you get a nice and evenly distributed
temperature throughout the ice rink.
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2.3 The Tichelmann principle
Albert Tichelmann was a German engineer in the field of warm water heating.
He came up with a system to make the heat in central heating to be spread more evenly.
It all comes down on how (which side) the hoses from the chiller are connected to the ice rink.
Let's explain this principle with the help of our ice rink:

THIS way Is longer than THIS way
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lichelmann principle

The first option is to connect the ingoing and outgoing connection both on the same side.
This is also how we connect the hoses.
If we follow the path the glycol takes we notice that the further away from the connections, the
longer the path the glycol has to take will become.
The further the glycol has to travel the harder it gets, the flow will decrease and the cooling capacity
in that area will also decrease.
When the difference in length (and therefore flow and therefore cooling capacity) will get too big,
you can end up with an ice rink which works well in the elements close to the connections but does
not work in the elements on the other side.
Tichelmann came up with the principle to connect the ingoing hose on one side and the outgoing
hose on the opposite side. As you can see in the drawing, both paths the glycol has to take are the
same! This means that the flow and therefore the cooling capacity are equal both in the first
elements as in the last'. The Tichelmann principle makes sure the capacity is spread evenly over the
ice rink.

2 .3 .1

The drawbacks of Tichelmann

When using Tichelmann, you will need an extra long hose on one side of the ice rink to be able to
connect the ice rink to the chiller which is often situated on one side of the rink.
This hose (or with some competition an extra header pipe) will make it more difficult for the glycol to
flow through the system (more resistance) . Therefore when using Tichelmann, the overall flow will
become less and therefore the overall capacity will be less.
Also the pump energy needed will be bigger, the amount of glycol needed will be more and due to
the extra hose or header pipe you will have more losses of energy to the surroundings.
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2 .3.2

Then why do our competitors use Tichelmann and why don't we?

We don't need to use Tichelmann because our system has less resistance to begin with . We have
bigger pipes in the elements and we have fewer pipes. The distribution of the flow and capacity is
simply much better than that of our competitors. This is the reason we can build wider ice rinks
before the path the glycol has to travel becomes too big.
Our system can easily be 40 meters wide and be connected on one side without any problems.
And when we want to build wider ice rinks, we can still choose to use Tichelmann, or better, we can
use some tricks you will find in chapter 7.
Most systems of the competitors won't work if they do not use Tichelmann with widths above 20
meters. They simply need to use Tichelmann, but they cleverly advert with it as being a good thing.
You can compare it with a crippled man shouting proudly: "look at my nice walking stick, Ice-World
does not have one". That is right, we don't use one, because we don't need one.
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3 The Ice-World cooling equipment
The cooling equipment is of the utmost importance for the correct working of an ice rink.
Without it we can only have ice when the outside temperature is below zero.
The cooling equipment consists of a pump, a buffer tank, a chiller and some hoses to connect
everything together.
In this chapter we show you what type of equipment is used for a mobile ice rink and give you some
knowledge of what is important to know when selecting and working with th is equipment for your
ice rink project.

3.1 The chi l le r
There are different kinds of chillers available on the market.
For our application we need an 'air-cooled water chiller for low temperatures'.
These chillers are normally used for air conditioning purposes. In those conditions they cool (chill) the
cooling fluid (water with glycol) to +6°C. For ice rinks they are set to cool to -8 or -10°C.

Figure 3-1 - An Ice-World Chiller

A chiller has the same working principle as a refrigerator. Only it does not cool your groceries, but it
cools a cool ing liquid (glycol).
Inside the chiller there is a refrigerant which flows as liquid or gas insid e the refrigerant circuit
absorbing energy from the cooling liquid (inside the evaporator heat exchanger) or giving energy to
the ambient air (inside the condenser heat exchanger).
There are generally two types of air-cooled water chillers, the difference between them lies in the
type of evaporator heat exchanger used . Th is is the heat exchanger in wh ich the glycol is cooled .
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3.1.1

Types of evaporator heat exchangers

When the glycol is pumped through the ch iller it will be pumped through the evaporator heat
exchanger. There are chillers with a plate heat exchanger and chillers with a shell and tube heat
exchanger.
A plate heat exchanger has small pipes through which the glycol is pumped . A shell and tube heat
exchanger exists of a big cylinder through which the glycol is pumped . Inside this shell, tubes are
placed through which the cold refrigerant is pumped .
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Figure 3-2 - Plate heat exchanger and Shell and Tube heat exchanger
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Compared to the shell and tube exchanger, the plate heat exchanger is more compact, a little bit
more efficient and generally less expensive, but it also makes the chiller more sensitive for clogging
because the glycol is pumped through these small pipes.
Because we work with an open system (the buffer tank is an open tank), it is possible that little bits
of dirt mix into the glycol. In some cases the pollution can even come from corrosion or paint from
inside the pump or chiller.
This can make a plate heat exchanger inside a chiller clog up and switch off. Therefore when using a
plate heat exchangers it is necessary to install filters. The downside on using filters is that they are
certain to clog up in time and make the chiller switch off, therefore regular checking of the filters is
required .
This makes plate heat exchangers most of the time too sensitive for our ice rink system, too much
support and care is needed to keep everything up and running.
Therefore we recommend chillers based on a Shell and Tube heat exchanger.

3.1.2 Capacity and temperature
The Ice-World ice rinks need in general about 300W/m2 ice rink on cool ing capacity from the chiller.
This means that a 600m2 ice rink will need 300W/m2 x 600m2 =180000 W =180kW cooling capacity.
Note that the pump will heat the glycol a bit. A medium sized pump will produce about l0kW of heat
which should be taken into account when using a small ice rink and a small chiller. On a bigger ice
rink this lOkW is small compared to the capacity at hand .
The chillers Ice-World uses are chillers which are originally build for air conditioning purposes.
This means that the chillers are build to cool water from +12°C to +6°C at an ambient temperature of

+3o·c.
When a chiller cools the incoming water to 6°C we call this the Leaving Water Temperature (LWT) of
+6°C. When th is chiller operates in an environment which has an air temperature of 30°C, we call it
the LWT of +6°C at an ambient temperature (AMB) of +30°C.
This is the Eurovent norm which is used to compare chillers in a correct way. This norm is needed
because a chiller will have a different cooling capacity when the ambient temperature or the LWT is
different.
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In the case of an ice rink, we need a LWT -10°C. For an ice rink in Europe during wintertime the
ambient temperature will be about +20°C. A chiller which has a certain cooling capacity at
+6LWT/30AMB will have a much lower cooling capacity at -10LWT/20AMB.
3.1.3

A capacity example

In the spec sheets of a specific chiller is written that it will have a cooling capacity of 300kW.
This is for a LWT of +6°C and an ambient temperature of +30°C.
For an ice rink however, we need the chiller to cool to a LWT of -10°C. This is more work for the
chiller so it will have less capacity to cool to this temperature. We will be using the chiller at an
ambient air temperature of +20°C which is slightly better for the chiller because it is easier to pass its
excess heat to the air.
In most spec sheets of a chiller you can find a graph or table what the cooling capacity of the chiller
will be at a given LWT and ambient temperature .
Here you see the graph of the 300kW chiller (+6LWT/30AMB):
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Figure 3-3 - Performance graph of a 3DDkW chiller

As we can see in this graph the chiller has a cooling capacity of 300kW at LWT 6°C / ambient 30°C.
At -10°C LWT and an ambient temperature of +20°C it will only have a cooling capacity of 180kW.
This chiller which is originally a 300kW chiller is in terms of an ice rink only a 180kW chiller which is
perfect for a 600m2 ice rink at 300W/m2 cooling capacity.
If we want to make an ice rink in a warm country or during summer where the ambient temperature
where the chiller is placed is for example +40°C, the cooling capacity of this chiller will only be
140kW.
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For ice rink purposes we need a LWT of -l0°C, but for safety it is best that the chillers are capable of
cooling down to at least -12°C in order not to run on their limits. When during wintertime in Europe
the weather not too warm, we only need a LWT of -8°C or even higher.
If you need a chiller in a warm environment check the specs of the chiller for the maximum ambient
temperature in which it will operate. If the ambient temperature exceeds this maximum, it is
possible that the chiller will go into failsafe mode and will switch off.
It is possible to make chillers specially designed for high ambient temperatures, those chillers will
have bigger condenser cooling plates and more and/or bigger fans. For extreme ambient conditions
special chillers can be made with an external water cooled unit attached (water cooled water
chillers) .

3.1 .4

Chiller energy consumption

The energy consumption of a chiller can also be found in most technical spec sheets of the chiller.
In the case of our example chiller it can be found in the same graph as the cooling capacity.
Have a look at the graph, on the right hand side you see the Absorbed Power in kW.
The dotted lines represent this in the graph :
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Figure 3-4 - Performance graph of a 300kW chiller

As you can see under normal operating conditions (+6LWT/30AMB) the chiller absorbs about 90 kW
of electricity wh ile producing 300kW of cooling capacity.
At ice rink operating conditions (-10LWT/+20AMB) it absorbs 6SkW of electricity while producing
180kW of cooli ng capacity.
It depends a bit on the type of chiller and its efficiency but you can say that a chiller roughly absorbs
about 1/3th of the kW Cooling capacity on kW electrical Power.
Does th is mean that this is also the energy consumption of an ice rink? The answer is NO.
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What happens at an ice rink is that we select a chiller with a cooling capacity of about 300W/m2 of
ice surface. This capacity is needed to make the ice in one night and to have enough capacity for
when the sun shines on the ice during noon and/or a warm wind is blowing on the ice.
That is when the full capacity of the chiller is needed.
From experience we learned that the chiller only runs on full power 1/3th of the time.
The rest of the time the chiller will run on half power or won't run at all.
AN EXAMPLE CALCULAT ION :

We want to know how much energy a 600m2 ice rink roughly uses per m2 per day.
We have an ice rink of 600m2, we want 300W/m2 on capacity.
Therefore we need a chiller of 600x300 = 180000W = 180kW cooling capacity.
The power consumption of the chiller will be about 1/3th of the cooling capacity : 180kW/3 =
60kW
During one day the chiller only works on average 1/3th of the time : 60kW/3 = 20kWh
In one day there are 24 hours : 20kWh x 24 = 480kWh/day
If we want to know the consumption per m2 we have to divide it by the m2 of ice rink:
480kWh/day / 600m2 = 0,8 kWh/day/m2
Note that this value is a rough estimate and that lots of factors are of influence on the final
energy consumption of an ice rink.
A quick and easy, but very rough way to guess the energy consumption of an ice rink is with the
formula: 1kWh/day/m2 ice rink.
With good ch ill er management the time the chiller runs can even be more reduced.
Ice-World is working on an ice-management course to teach you how to teach your customers how
to manage the chiller in order to save energy and have a better ice quality.

3 .1.5 Types of refrigerant
There are different types of refrigerant which can be used for the primary cooling circuit.
The old refrigerant R22 can sometimes still be found in old chillers, however as from this year this
refrigerant is forbidden in Europe due to the CF K's it produces.
The chillers Ice-World uses are running on the more environmentally friendly R134a or R404a.
Chillers which run on refrigerant R134a can cool up to -12°C.
Chillers which run on refrigerant R404a can cool up to -l8°C or even lower.
The chillers with R404a are generally a little bit more expensive, but are also more energy efficient
because their normal operating point is closer to the operating point of an ice rink.

3.1 .6 Pre heater
A chiller needs time (a couple of hours) to warm up the oil in the compressors before it can start.
Most rental chillers will have an extra connector which you can plug into a normal 220V socket which
powers a small internal heater to pre-heat the oil. This way you can preheat the chiller even before
the main 3 phase power supply arrived on location . In the rental business this is a must because it
often happens that the main power will arrive later. When using a separate preheating connector,
you don't have to wait a couple of hours after the main power arrived before you can start the
chiller.
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3.1.7

Chiller Connections

The Ice-World ice rinks come prepared with 4" (four inch) Camlock coupl ings (see hoses and
couplings) . Best is to also fit the chiller with 4" Cam lock fittings (of the right type) in order to keep the
connectivity. Some smaller chillers only need 2" fittings.

Flgure 3-5 - Camlock connections on chiller

3.1.8 Power outlet for the external pump

Figure 3-6 • Chiller pump power outlet

Normally the chiller also provides the power of the pump, sometimes the pump is build in sometimes
it is an external pump. When external, make sure you have the right power outlet for the right pump.
If you have the option to choose extra power outlets on the chiller, a normal 220V Schuko power
outlet is always a good option, for example to connect a small drain pump (or to power up your
assembly tools such as a drill) .
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3 .2 Pump
A pump is needed to pump the glycol th rough the system .
We prefer an external pump to make maintenance easier. If the pump fails, an external pump can be
quickly replaced without the need to replace the whole chiller.
The type of pump needed depends on the size of the ice rink, the distance between chiller and ice
rink and the capacity needed .
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Figure 3~ 7 • Flow and head for ice nnk pumps

In the table above you can find the flow and pressure the pump should be able to produce for some
of our standard ice rink sizes.
In the table you will find calculations for an ice rink calculated with 300W/m2 and for ice rinks
calculated w ith 400W/m2 cool ing capacity. As you can see this capacity difference has influence on
the flow and pressure the pump should be able to produce.
In general you can say, the higher the capacity needed, the higher the flow will be and the higher the
flow is the higher the pressure will be.
Note that the table is an indication based on our standard 30m long ice rinks . Values may vary on
different setups and on different types of chillers . When in doubt, you can ask the manufacturer
which type of pump he recommends or you can choose a slightly bigge r pump, just to be safe. (But
keep in mind that a bigger pump will also use slightly more energy.)
For the rental business it is wise to choose two types of pumps, for example one which can be used
for ice rinks varying from 450 to 700 m 2 and one for the ice rinks varying from 600 to 1200 m 2 • This
way you have some freedom to use the pump to different projects.
If you have projects where you might need some extra capacity, we recommend using pumps based
on 400W/m2 . It is always possible to make the flow lower by closing the valve behind the pump
slightly.
For big ice rinks, it could be better to split up the ice rink in two and also use two smaller pumps.
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There are different kinds of pumps suited for ice rinks . You can have for example an inline-pump or
an End -bloc pump. When selecting a pump ask the manufacturer or the dealer for the right pump
type .
They can calculate exactly which type and wh ich size you will need for your ice rink.
Give them the following specs:
1. Pump for use with 38% propylene-glycol at -l0°C
2. Flow and total head (pump pressure in bar) based on the guidelines in the table above, or
your own calculations .
3. Tell them that you will need a pump for mono-propylene-glycol so it needs special rubbers
inside which won't wear out with the use of mono-propylene-glycol.

Figure 3-8 - lnline pump and End-bloc pump from http://www.dabpumps.com

Note that the pump will heat the glycol a bit. A medium sized pump wil l produce about lOkW of heat
which should be taken into account when using a small ice rink and a small chiller. On a bigger ice
rink this 10kW is nothing compared to the capacity at hand.

3.3 Buffer tank
To be able to fill the system and to buffer the expansion of glycol at different temperatures, a buffer
tank is needed. We generally use a 1000 liter tank which we fill about halfway (500 - 600 I), make
sure that the connections on the buffer tank are always below the glycol level to prevent the suction
of air into the ice rink .
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The connections of the tank should, like the ice rink and the chiller, be 4" Camlocks.
Preferably one connection on each side, one in and one out.
The connections should be near the bottom of the buffer tank to prevent a lot of movement of the
glycol in the buffer tank and therefore mixing in of air in the glycol.
In the photo above you see four connections on the buffer tank. All four are rarely used at the same
time, but can be used when two ice rinks share one buffer tank.
The tank does not need to be air-tight on top, the system is an open system . This way, air from within
the ice-rink can escape through the buffer tank opening.
The buffer tank should be made out of plastic to prevent rust (from a metal buffer tank) to pollute
the glycol. Another advantage of a plastic buffer tank is that plastic is a better isolator than steel, this
saves energy and money.
When a non plastic buffer tank is used it is very important to clean the tank and rinse it thoroughly
with clean water before use! Make absolutely sure this is done correctly.
There are cases known that this was not done properly and rust from the tank was spread
throughout the ice rink and made the ice rink corrode from the inside.
Sometimes aggressive cleaning liquids are used to clean a tank, chiller or pump and when those
liquids are not rinsed away with clean water before use those can also damage the aluminium ice
rink pipes.

3.4 Glycol (cooling liquid)
The cooling liquid Ice-World uses inside the ice rinks is a mix of mono-propylene glycol and
demineralized water. If we would use normal water, the water would freeze when we cool it to 10°C, to prevent this, an anti-freeze (the mono-propylene glycol) is added to prevent freezing.
A 50% propylene glycol-water solution freezes at -34°C, a 38% solution at about -20°C.
This {38% vol.) is sufficient to keep the glycol from freezing when we cool it to -l0°C.
If the solution is too low on glycol and could freeze at for example -12°C, it may damage the chiller
and piping. Make sure the glycol is mixed to be protected for at least -20°C!
Also make sure the glycol mixture is not too much overprotected, a higher percentage of glycol
makes the mixture thicker and therefore harder to pump through the system and therefore less
efficient.
Ice-World uses mono-propylene glycol. Competitors often use the cheaper ethylene glycol. The
advantage of propylene-glycol is that it is more environmental friendly than ethylene glycol. Ethylene
glycol is hazardous and flammable, and propylene glycol is safe for the environment and can even be
consumed (it is largely used in food industries, and can also be found in your shampoo). Monopropylene glycol is biodegradable and therefore safe for the environment in case of any leaks.
3.4.1

Correct usage of glycol to prevent corrosion!! IMPORTANT!!

We had some cases where the aluminium tubes were corroded from the inside. This could have
happened because of incorrect usage of glycol.
Please read th is warning and instructions in order to prevent this from happening to you .
The pure glycol should be mixed with water to make it a 38% solution. When buying glycol from the
factory you can order it premixed. This is the best option to make sure the quality of the glycol is
perfect.
Sometimes however it is needed (for transporting reasons) to use 100% pure glycol and mix it on the
spot with water. However, you may not use standard tap water for this .
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In tap water, depending on the Water Company/ country, traces of minerals and/or chlorides can be
found . These can cause corrosion to the aluminium. Therefore always use demineralized water to
mix with the glycol!
When mixing the glycol yourself, always mix it in a separate tank before putting it in the system, the
mixture should be mixed completely before putting it in the ice rink otherwise there might be parts
of the mixture w ith too few glycol which an freeze to ice and damage the chiller and ice rink.
An anti-foam (1 liter for 10m3) and a bacterial disinfector: Biol00 (1 liter for 5m3) could be used to
prevent foam forming and bacterial growth. This helps also a bit to prevent corrosion .
Again, make sure to prevent galvanic corrosion, which can be done by using demineralised water and
to make sure the inside of the chiller, hoses, pump and buffer tank are completely free of rust.
You should check this before connecting the chiller and pump to the ice rink!
Also make sure that the cleaning liquids which were used to clean the inside of the chiller, pump and
tank are completely rinsed out with clean water! These cleaning liquids can also contain aggressive
substances which eat away rust, but also eat away the aluminium pipes.
Never mix mono-propylene-glycol with ethylene-glycol, the two substances can't stand each other,
they won't mix well and don't work together, it can damage the ice rink and chiller.
Another important way to prevent corrosion is to drain as much glycol from a used ice rink as
possible when dismantling the ice rink. Storage of an ice rink for 11 months which still has a lot of
glycol in it will for sure cause corrosion because air will be present in storage.
We highly recommend using a good glycol vacuum pump to suck all the glycol from the ice rink.
Ice-World and Sportproject (Swiss dealer) sell very practical high quality vacuum pumps specially
designed for this purpose. This pump not only saves you a lot of time and mess, but also saves the ice
rink from corroding .

3.4 .2 Amount of glycol needed for an ice rink
It is important that you can calculate how much glycol is needed for an ice rink.
For a standard ice rink setup (including a buffer tank, 40m hoses and a standard chiller) we need
about 7 liters per m 2 and about 8 liter per meter hose used (4" hoses)
In the table below you can find the amount of glycol needed for the most standard ice rink sizes.
m2 ice rink

liter glycol ice rink

1

7

450

3150

600

4200

800

5600

1000

7000

r:MUBftJifJ--ijiJi®N•\~
10001

500 - 600 I

~BMl&¼i•I.,
standard
250
length hoses (m)

liter glycol hoses

1

8

Standard buffer tank and chiller

20

160

For extra hose length, calculate 81/m

40

320

Above table is including: 40m hose (2x20m),

If you want to calculate the amount of glycol for only the ice-rink you can count with 4,5 l/m 2 •
Because it is possible you will have a leak or spill some glycol during filling, always take some extra
glycol with you!
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3.5 Hoses and couplings
3 .5 .1

Cam/ock couplings

Also known as Kamloc, Camloc, cam-lock, Camlever coupling, Vemo-lock or Cam and Groove.
Eritite and VemoFlex are one of the many producers of these Cam lock couplings .
Because there are many producers, there can be differences between them. Make sure to use
normalized Cam lock fittings with the norm : Mil 27487.
Ice-World mainly uses 4" cam-locks and 4" hoses. For some very small chillers and ice rinks 2" hoses
are used.
A Camlock set exist of a male and a female coupling.

Male Camlock and female Camlock (both with screw thread on the other end).

Camlock couplings can be ordered with thread, hose pillar or fittings for welding.
Spec sheets of the normalized European Cam lock sizes are available.

3.5.2

Hoses

The hoses we use are called "reinforced EPDM pressure and suction" hoses.
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Figure 3~10 • Flexo-line Spint 102xl18 16 bar

Figure 3-11 · Hose with 4" camlock couplings (coupled toget11er)

We generally use the 4" size hoses with 4" Cam lock couplings .
The hoses should be capable of 10 bars of pressure, but most hoses this type and size will be
protected up to 16 bars.
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4 Building an Ice-World ice rink
In this chapter we will share with you how we build up an ice rink .
Over the years we gathered a lot of experience, knowledge, tips and tricks on this topic and we tried
to write this all down for your benefit. We will keep on updating this chapter while we continue to
collect more tips and tricks from our Ice-World network. As soon as we have an update ready we will
inform you .

I

We also made a step by step setup guide with photo's which can be used as an checklist during setup
of an ice rink. If you haven't got a copy jet, please inform at Ice-World International.

4.1 Obstacles
Make sure that benches, lighting posts, trash bins, bicycle racks and other obstacles are removed
well in advance by the customer so that there are no delays in starting work.

4.2 Wooden marquee floor
In almost all cases, the ice rink is placed on a wooden marquee floor. This is not a standard part of
the delivery package from Ice-World and is most of the time executed by a third party.
The first advantage of a wooden marquee floor is that it makes the ice floor leveled and therefore
easy to fill with water and freeze . Some customers will tell you that their location is flat, but although
it seems that way, most locations like a street or square are built under an angle to make it easy for
rainwater to flow away. Always check if the place an ice rink should be placed on is really leveled .
Another advantage of a wooden floor is that it makes it easy to fasten boarding to it.
The third advantage is that a wooden floor acts as isolation for the ice rink. To optimize the isolation
of the floor, make sure that the air under the floor is trapped. This can be achieved by placing screens
around the open sides of the floor. Trapped are has a much higher isolation value than moving air.
This way the costs of the floor are partly paid back by the energy savings 2 it will make.
The dimensions of the floor must be at least one meter ten (1,lm) longer and ten centimeters (0,lm)
wider than the rink . The floor must be flat with a tolerance of maximum 1 cm . If the floor is not flat,
this will have consequences for ice production and ice quality.
We recommend the customer to have the terrace on the ice rink built as a unit with the floor under
the rink. The floor must be flat and stable and be able to bear a weight of 300 kg per m2. If you use
heavy ice scraping machines, this must be evaluated per case.

4 .3 Plastic foil
Check if the floor is absolutely level (to a tolerance of approximately 1 cm) .
Check the floor for any sharp objects and remove them .
Roll out the plastic foil and place it where the ice rink should come . Make sure the white side is
placed up. Place the aluminium profiles on the plastic to prevent it from blowing away. Check and
patch up any holes with wide waterproof adhesive tape so that the foil is watertight. Make sure the
tape is also white !

2

See our master course for more information on isolation
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If the foil is not big enough for the ice rink, attach two foils together with wide waterproof adhesive
tape . When it is raining or moist, it is hard for the tape to stick to the wet surface. Make sure to
always have some towel-paper ready with which you can dry a part of the foil, tape it and then go on
to the next part.

4.4 Unfolding and placing the elements
Move the pallets with the elements with the fork-lift truck to a strategic location in respect to the ice
rink. Use 4 men to take one element (weight approx. 80- lOOkg) from the pallet and 6 men to unfold
it. Be careful not to damage the plastic foil. Carry the structure at the level of the hinges and wh ite
spacers and hold the rink at the fifth tube . Do not drag it over the ground .
Carefully unfold and lay down the element without damaging the plastic foil. Use your feet to rest
the elements on while unfolding. If you make a hole in the plastic foil, patch it immediately as it will
be impossible to find later.
Check if the fi rst track is completely stra ight. Carefully lay out all the elements alongside each other.
Avoid large distances between the elements as these do not freeze properly.

4.5 Coupling of the elements
After placing the elements, immediately connect the main headers together using the hinge lock
couplings . Have one person doing this work (and nothing else) during the entire unfolding process.

Two headers w ith hingelocks and rubbers

Step 3: Use silicon spray to prevent tearing of
the rubbers w hen placing the hingelocks

Step 1: place t he rubbers around one header

Step 2: align hea ders an d place rubbers in
cente r of the two headers on top of t he seam.

Step 4: Place hingelock around the rubbe rs and close them one cl ick

Step S: With some force the hingelocks can now be completely closed
Figure 4-1- Manual on how to couple the main headers
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4.6 Corner profiles (L-profiles)
All elements are now laid out. Ensure that they are laid out straight. Fold the plastic foil upwards and
place the corner profiles tightly underneath the plastic foil and the elements. Do not place them too
far from the side as this would prevent proper freezing . Don't forget to also place a corner profile
behind the start and end headers.
The profiles are 5,25m long and are meant to slide into each other (with an overlap) . For example,
for an ice rink with the width of 14m you will need 3 profiles.
There is also a special shaped profile to be used at the end of the main header where the hoses go to
the cooling equipment. This profile does exactly fit the round shape of the main header.

Figure 4-2 - Special header L profile

However, from practice we learned that lifting the main header a bit and sliding the standard corner
profile under it works better. The main advantage is that no water will flow out of the basin; the
disadvantage is that the first main header is now slightly askew.
When the ice rink is placed on a wooden floor, place some big screws behind the profiles in order to
keep them in place.

4.7 Meanwhile, connect the chiller and fill
When all previous is done, while two persons continue to work on the boarding, the ice rink can be
connected to the chiller and filled with glycol. Let the glycol pump through the system without
cooling. This way you can check for leaks safely while setting up the boarding.
Check the instructions further on in this chapter.
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4.8 Placing of the boarding
The board ing can be placed now with at least two people.
The boarding is to be placed on top of the elements inside the ice rink.

Figure 4-3 - Setup of open boarding

First start w ith placing the boarding on the side of the main headers, and then place the boarding on
both long sides and finish with placing the boarding on the end header side.
It is important to place the boarding as seen in this drawing because otherwise it won't fit properly.
The length of the boarding is exactly Sm and because the ice rink is slightly longer than the multiple
of Sm, you will have exactly space enough to place the width of the board ing on the ends.

place t his one o ut side

F1gure 4-4 ~ Correct placement of boarding
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The number of boarding on the long side is exactly the length of the element divided by 5.
The number of boarding on the short side depends of its length. When the boarding does not fit
completely, you will have two options. The first is to let them stick out on a bit on the ends.
The second is to make them fit with a customized piece of boarding.

nen boarding is not eq wal.
place connection plat;, here

Figure 4-5 - Connection plates on boarding

In order to get a perfect solid and straight boarding. Each boarding is fastened to its neighbor with a
connection plate. In the photo you can see where they should be placed .
Because the boarding is places inside the ice rink, it occupies some space from the ice floor. On the
sides this will be 30cm from the outside of the rink to the inside of the boarding and at the main
header side 80cm including the header.
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When all boarding is in place, fasten the boarding with one big woodscrew to the wooden floor.
For this you can use one of the holes in the leg plate of the boarding. Make sure not to damage the
ice rink wh il e fastening.
When the ice rink is filled with ice the boarding legs will be frozen solid into the ice.
4 .8 .1

Us i ng the closed PE boarding

The closed PE boarding is placed in the same way as the wooden boarding. You will find a separate
manual with sizes of the closed PE boarding in the appendix.

Figure 4-7 Side view dosed boarding
A
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4.9 Plac i ng adve rtising signs on the boarding
Most advertising signs will be printed on big sheets or plates. The height of these plates should be
700mm for the wooden boarding and 850mm for the closed boarding. Make sure the thickness of
the plates is somewhere around 4mm . When using too,thin plates (like 2mm) they will break when
someone hits them, which often happens.
The advertising signs can be fastened to the boarding with screws.
When placing advertising signs on the outside of the boarding you have to use wooden blocks to fill
up the space of the boarding legs.
When you want advertising all around inside an ice rink, make sure it will fit.
Preferably try not to place each sign exactly together in order to have some room for error.
Also keep in mind that the inside of the ice rink is smaller than the outside, especially on the short
sides of the ice rink. Also take into account the size and place of the entrance.
Have a look at this example :
30,3m!I

3Dm

20m

19,7m!!

I
Figure 4~8 - Take into account the inside .size for advertismg
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4.l0Connecting the chiller
When the ice rink is build the cooling installation can be connected .
Make sure that the chiller, pump and buffer tank are in place and that the chiller is already in standby
to pre-heat its compressors .
Now connect every part of the cooling installation like in the picture below. Use the 4" hoses with
Cam lock coupl ings for this .

flow

chiller

---~>-~~~---~-~
pump

Figure 4-9 • Setup cooling installation

To connect the hoses to the ice rink itself you will need the special hose coupling extensions .
They are ava ilable in a straight set and a 90 degree angle set which we call the corner coupling .
The straight hose coupling extensions are the most standard extensions and can be used when there
is enough space available on the side of the ice rink to connect the hose.

Figure 4-10 • Straight couplings frorn header to camloc.k

The corner coupling set is to be used when there is not enough space ava il able on the side or when
the ice rink is placed on a high floor and the hoses should go down .
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Figure 4-11- Corner couplings from header to Camlock

Sometimes the corner couplings are coupled together to make a U turn . In this case an extra straight
coupling is needed to make the connection to the Cam lock hose again .

Figure 4-12 - Size of Corner couplings

4.llFilling with glycol
Make sure you have enough glycol available to fill the ice rink, buffer tank, hoses and chiller.
Make sure you have the right type of glycol which is mixed with demineralized water.
Pour or pump the propylene glycol into the buffer tank (holding the tank containing the glycol above
the buffer tank using a fork-lift truck is the fastest way to do this) . Start the circulation pump when
the tank is full. The draining ~aps on the end headers are not used during filling, make sure they are
closed . Draining of air occurs automatically via the buffer tank.
Allow the pump to operate and meanwhile check the rink for any leakage.
Make sure to remove any glycol after a leakage from the plastic foil otherwise the water might not
freeze there (depends on the amount of glycol) .
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Check that the pressure in the ice rink does not exceed 1.8 bar by connecting the pressure meter to
one of the bleed taps. If it is higher, check whether the return valve is completely open or otherwise
reduce the pump capacity {when possible) or close the feed valve slightly {right after the pump).

4.12Test run the chiller
Start a test run for the chiller lasting 20 minutes at -8° and check for any leakage. The tracks have
been factory tested at 4.5 Bar but something may have come loose during transport.

4.13Fill the basin with water and start freezing
Approximately 1 m 3 of water per 10 m 2 of ice floor is required to build up the ice floor. For an ice rink
of 500 m 2 , therefore, 50 m 3 of water will be needed. We need at least a 2" water connection for this .
Normally, we assume that you will use a standpipe from the fire brigade. Let the customer organize
this well in advance with the fire brigade or water supplier. No water, or not enough water, means
opening late or not at all. A hose of sufficient length with a spray nozzle must be provided by the
client, and after use this must be stored somewhere frost proof if outside temperatures are at
freezing level.
Fill the ice rink with clean water. The rink lies in a more or less watertight basin and should be filled
to the brim in one go. It will now become clear if the track is absolutely level. Start the chiller. The
ingoing and outgoing temperatures fall to around -s· and remain this low until all the water turns
into ice.
When the track is full, it will overflow at the lowest point. It will leak a bit in some places. These leaks
will freeze over after a while. Check if ice has already formed around all the end headers.
Before leaving, give instructions to the person leasing the rink. Have him check regularly that the
chiller is still operational. As soon as the water has frozen, the temperature will fall to about -10°.
After 12 to 15 hours, the rink will be practically frozen . It must now be filled again, and if necessary
sprayed with water. The rink is now ready for use.
The maintenance of the rink also requires water, to spray after each sweeping. We recommend that
you retain the th ick pipeline for the entire period. If this is not possible, you can also work with
thinner hoses {at least 1" ) but then the maintenance will involve an unnecessary amount of work.
Water must continue to be present until the rink has been completely melted.

4.14 Packaging/ cleanup
The large pallets and stacking bars and any remaining boarding, span tubes, protective caps,
connector boxes and remaining foil will be needed when you dismantle the rink.
Leave as little as possible behind on-site, as experience tells us that substantial amounts of material
disappear. Place the pallets behind the enclosures near the chiller or take them home.
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5

Maintenance of an Ice-World Ice-rink in operation

In this chapter we will share with you some tricks on maintenance of an ice rink.
Over the years we gathered a lot of experience, knowledge, tips and tricks on this topic and we tried
to write this all down for your benefit. We will keep on updating this chapter while we continue to
collect more tips and tricks from our Ice-World network. As soon as we have an update ready we will
inform you .

5.1 Ice scrape or snow
When skating, ice-scrape (or snow) will form and cover the ice rink.
The tracks are usually cleared using manual snow shovels. In the case of large rinks, ice resurfacing
machines can be used . Clearing frequency depends on the number of users. Clearing is usually done
twice a day. After clearing, optionally spray once more and allow freezing to obtain perfect ice. Keep
the edges of the rink clean to allow rainwater to drain off. Sweep the excess snow to a protected
location or remove it.
Whatever you do with the excess snow, do not throw it over the main headers! The snow will
become ice and this will be very difficult to melt away when disassembling the ice rink.

5.2 Repair cracks in the ice
Cracks will almost always appear in the ice. Repair any cracks with a mixture of snow and water.
Sweep out the crack and moisten it well to ensure it closes up.

5.3 Maintain ice thickness
Ice will grow on when the ambient air is wet and will evaporate when the air is dry (cold weather) .
It is important to keep the ice on its optimal thickness . Somewhere between 6 and 8 centimeters is
fine . Too thin can make the ice bumpy and too thick will cost you more energy and will be difficult to
melt down (even with boilers) when disassembling the rink .
So check the ice thickness every day and see if you have to melt the rink a bit (by switching off the
chiller overnight) or if you have to add some water at the end of the day.
You can check the ice thickness on the sides; the L-profiles are 7cm high. This is the optimum
thickness . Be careful to check correctly, sometimes the sides will be thicker or thinner, due to ice
scraping.

5.4 Chiller management
The chiller is usually set at a temperature of -10° (outgoing). This is a safe setting. If the weather is
cold and there is little wind, the ice may become too hard.
This can cause large cracks to appear and fewer grip for the skaters (skaters will complain on dull
skates) . If this is the case, you can increase the temperature setting slightly. This also saves energy.
To save more energy and therefore money, good chiller management is needed. For example, when
the outside temperatures are cold, the chiller can be set to a higher set point (for example -8°C or
sometimes even -6°() .
During night time often the chiller can be put in standby, the top layer of ice will melt a little bit, but
in the morning excess water can be swept of (try to keep the ice thickness to 70mm) and the
remaining water can be frozen again in a short amount oftime (usually within one hour).
It is wise to explain the customer how to set the temperature on the chiller and explain him which
temperatures should be set when and why.
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5.5 Breakdowns and problems
Water on the rink may have various causes:
• The chiller has stopped working .
• The chiller has been set too high for the prevailing weather conditions .
• It has just rained . Remove as much water as possible from the rink .
• The ice is too thick (more than 7 cm),
check this by looking at the side of the ice rink. The aluminium corner profiles are 7cm high;
shut down the chiller during the night and spray less.
• The combination of a lot of wind, with or without sunlight penetrating, and a high outside
temperature increases the temperature of the rink to such an extent that the chiller cannot
keep up. The difference in outgoing and incoming temperatures on the chiller is much
greater. Nothing can be done in this case but to wait for better weather.
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6

Dismantling of an Ice-World ice rink

In this chapter we will share with you how we dismantle an ice rink.
Over the yea rs we gathered a lot of experience, knowledge, tips and tricks on this topic and we tried
to write this all down for your benefit. We will keep on updating this chapter while we continue to
collect more t ips and tricks from our Ice-World network. As soon as we have an update ready we will
inform you .
We also made a step by step setup guide with photo's which can be used as an checklist during
I dismantling of an ice rink. If you haven't got a copy jet, please inform at Ice-World International.

6.1 Shutting down the chiller and connecting the boiler
Shut down the pump and close the shut-off valves on the buffer tank and the chiller.
Disconnect the ingoing and outgoing hoses from the chiller and keep them upright to avoid loss of
glycol. Do not forget to pump the glycol from the chiller in the buffer tank.
Tow away the chiller and install the boiler. Connect the ingoing and outgoing tubes to the boiler.
Ensure that the stream goes in the right direction and that there is enough glycol.
Open all taps and start up the pump and the boiler. The outgoing temperature should reach about
60° within an hour, with the incoming temperature considerably lower.
The difference in temperature indicates defrosting speed .
Leave the basin of the ice rink intact; do not remove the corner profiles. Leaving water in the rink
improves
heat transfer and the energy costs of the defrosting process will be considerably lower.
I
Only shut down the boiler when the ice has turned into water.

6.2 Disconnecting the boiler
The ice has now completely melted. Disconnect the hose between the pump and the chiller on the
chiller side and hang it in a glycol transport tank. Start the pump and remove as much as possible
from the buffer tank and the rink .
Now drain the boiler and pump the remaining glycol from the buffer tank . Allow the glycol in the
hoses to run into the buffer tank . Close the valves of the buffer tank and disconnect the ingoing and
outgoing hoses on the buffer tank side and keep them upright to prevent emptying.

6.3 Cleaning the ice rink
Remove the corner profiles around the rink.
Sometimes the rink has become very dirty due to intensive use. This is the perfect moment to clean
the rink with a high -pressure hose or with water and a scrubbing brush .
Clean it before the elements are disconnected!

6.4 Dra i ning the glycol
Do not start draining until the ice really has completely melted . Do not start chipping at remaining
chunks of ice.
Take care not to damage the rink. Carefully lay down the two remaining flexible tubes nice and flat so
that the glycol can run out easily. Now connect both tubes to each other with the draining valve
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between and connect the two-inch draining pump. Start the pump and open all end header draining
taps .
Allow the pump to operate until the rink is practically empty. Do not allow the pump to operate with
no liquid! (The new pump from Sportproject can handle this; the old one will break down!)
Close all draining taps except for the one furthest away from the 4" hose connections . Take two
hoisting jacks and use two men to lift the open end header from the back and place a hoisting jack
under the end header.
Go to the first hinge point, lift it and set up the second jack.
Go back and fetch the first jack, lay the end header back down carefully and go to the second hinge
point and place a hoisting jack underneath . Arrange the jacks starting from back to front until the last
hinge before the start header is standing upright.
Leave it like this so that nothing can run back in .
Now close the draining tap of the empty track. Take a new hoisting jack, open the tap at track two
and follow the same procedure.
Meanwhile, check if the pump is still working. Do not allow it to run too quickly. It takes about three
minutes for one element to drain . By carrying out the procedure in reverse in the direction of the
opened draining tap, you can ascertain if the track is completely empty.
Note that if the elements are not completely empty, they are too heavy to be lifted.

6.5 Disconnecting the main header
The elements are now empty. All hoisting jacks are arranged under the last hinges.
Using a lever, slightly jack up the last two start headers and disconnect the first one. Place the
protective caps on the pipes. Slightly lift the second and third start headers and disconnect the
second . Only lift a couple of centimeters, within the tolerance of the connection .
In this way, the remaining glycol will flow to the pump.
Note : do not allow the (old) draining pump to operate with no liquid!

6.6 Folding up the elements
Use six men to fold an element by first placing it on its side and then fold ing it.
Lift it up by the white spacers and hold it by the fifth tube to avoid deformation.
Avoid dragging the element over the ground .
First place a boarding section and put the first folded element on the pallet.
Make sure that the elements are stacked neat and nice according to the stacking instruction in the
first chapter.
When the elements are stacked, place a boarding section on the other side of the stack.
Place the wooden stacking bars across the boarding above the galvanized struts.
Place the span tube tightly over these bars.

6.7 Loading into the truck
Loading of the pallet with the rink elements is done with a fork-lift truck from the side of the truck.
Two pallets may be placed on top of each other. Clamp down well or tie them together.
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6.8 Warehouse storage
Unload per pallet. A maximum of three pallets may be stored on top of each other in the warehouse.
The ice rink must be stored covered and the pallets must not be exposed to direct sunlight.
Avoid contact with corrosive materials such as salts, chlorinating substances and other metals. No
other metals apart from aluminium may be processed in the storage rooms .
Iron filings can cause irreparable damage to the elements.
Do not put any heavy weights on the pallets and allow the tube connections to hang loose.
The rink is now stored ready for next winter.
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7 Special setup options for an Ice-World ice rink
The Ice-World system is very flexible, modular and practical providing that the ice rink is square.
Sometimes however other setups are needed or obstacles are in the way.
For these cases we gathered some tricks during the years which we share in this chapter with you.

7 .1 Objects i n the ice rink (tree or lamppost)
When relatively small objects such as a tree or lamppost are standing in the middle of the place
where the ice rink should come, elements might need to be adjusted to fit around these objects.
Whenever starting a project like this, take into account that at the end of the project, the customized
elements must be restored again into their original state. For this means spare parts can be ordered
at Ice-World International. Be sure to calculate the cost of this extra work into your offer to the
customer.
This is the way it should be done :
First the wooden marquee floor should be build . The floor builders should work around the
obstacles. When the floor is in place the plastic foil can be placed.
The foil should be placed around the objects with some cutting and pasting.
hole in flooring
around tree
L-profiles or wooden profile
(wood is m ore stable}

Boarding

L-profiles or wooden profile
(wood is m ore stable}

Figure 7 •1 ~ Ice rink around a tree

Before the elements are placed it is smart to place a corner profile around the obstacle under the
plastic foil. Even better is not to use the corner profiles for this but to use wooden beams of at least
7cm high . This is needed to make the basin watertight.
Place the plastic foil over the profile and tape it to it in a watertight manner.
Now start with placing the elements in the normal way from one side until you reach the obstacle.
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Place the element that should be modified next to the obstacle and mark on the tubes which and
where to cut them . Make sure you mark them so that the hoses will have space enough to be bend
alongside the obstacle.
Cut the pipes where needed, this can be done with a pipe cutter, available in your hardware store.
When the pipes are cut, the element can be placed around the object. Now use hoses (available at
Ice-World International) and clamps to connect the pipes of the element together again. Start with
the pipes closest to the object and then work your way to the outside.
Place the hoses neatly around the object. When the hole in the floor is big, it is wise to place some
planks on top of the hole to give the hoses some extra support and prevent them from sinking into
the hole. The hoses can become heavy due to ice forming on them .
Finish with placing boarding around the obstacle; make sure the hoses are protected by the
boarding. When the object is small, like a lamp post, you could also use a foam mat to wrap around
the lamp post.
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7.2 Carre setup
When a big obstacle is in the centre of where the ice rink should be, it is impossible to pass it by with
cutting and connecting hoses. One solution is to place the ice rink in a Carre setup.
See the example below.
same length

same length

statue or

fountain

to cooling
installation

same length
Figure 7-2 • carre shaped around obstacle

It is possible to connect separate ice rink parts together with 4 inch hoses providing that the ice rinks
all have the same length as shown in the figure .
Parts with different length should not be connected together because it will disturb the flow pattern
of the glycol through the system . Therefore difference in ice quality on the different parts will
appear. For more information on this topic see the extension with long element setup.
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7 .3 L-sha pe
Another variant is the L-shape. Have a look at this example:

same length

same length

to cooling
installation
Figure 7-3 - l-shaped ice rink

Also for th is shape the law of equal length of the separate ice rinks does apply.

7.4 Extension with a longer element
Sometimes a customer wants a small extension on his ice rink, for example for an entrance for ice
show skaters. They ask if it is possible to use for some of the element a longer version than the rest.
In theory it is only possible to make square or rectangular shaped ice rinks with the Ice-World
system. The mixing of elements with different length is highly discouraged by Ice-World .
However, when you know the risk and your limits, it is possible to have some exceptions.
Have a look at this figure :

---

length

extra length

Figure 7-4 ~ Exten!i1on ice nnk- note that this length/extra length ratio is not good
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The reason Ice-World discourages the mixing of elements with different sizes is that it will disturb the
flow pattern . A longer element has more internal resistance for the glycol than a shorter element.
When a long element is placed next to a short element the glycol will take the easy way and will flow
much more through the shorter element. The effect of this on the ice is that the shorter element is
cooled better and the ice will be better there . The longer element however is cooled less and the risk
will be that the ice quality will be very poor above this element.
The ice above the longer element will get wet sooner than the ice above the shorter elements.
However the amount of difference in ice quality depends on how much the elements differ from
each other in length and numbers. Here you can find some basic rules .
7.4 .1

Basic rules extension ice rink

Ice-World discourages the mixing of elements with different lengths in one ice rink; a
difference in flow of the glycol will appear which can cause a difference in ice quality.
2. When you still decide to use different lengths within one ice rink system, you will need the
following hints :
a. The ratio length of the ice rink- extra length should be big. (only extend a little bit
compared to the complete length)
For example 30m elements and a Sm extra length (a 35m element).
And NOT 10m elements and a Sm extra element.
b. Make sure the amount of elements which are longer should be only a few (1 or 2) .
c. Make sure the longer elements are placed near to the side of the ice rink where the
connection to the chiller is placed . On this side of the ice rink, the flow is the highest
so it will compensate a little bit. Doing it the other way around is asking for trouble,
especially on a wide ice rink.
d. The weather conditions should be mild . Don't try this when the weather conditions
are already hard on the ice rink.
e. When the delta T (difference between ingoing and outgoing temperature of the
chiller) in the ice rink is low (2 or less), which means you have enough capacity, the
difference between the different ice surfaces will also be low. In this case you might
not even note a difference in the ice surface.
1.
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7 .5 Very wide ice rink
Sometimes we need a very wide ice rink. The width of an ice rink is limited because of the flow
distribution over the width of the ice rink . A too wide ice rink won't have enough flow at the end of
the rink which makes the cooling capacity there too low to freeze properly. This can partly be solved
3
by using the Tichelmann principle , but also this has its limitations.
The maximum width of an ice rink should not exceed 40 - 50 meters.
to cooling
installation

to cooling
installation

40m

40m

Figure 7-5 - Wtde 1ce rink

By placing two separate ice rinks with their end headers together, a wide ice rink can be formed .
Both ice rinks should have its own cooling equipment or can be connected to one set of equipment
using a Y connector. In the last case make sure that the hoses from the Y connector to both ice rinks
are of the same length .

3

See chapter 2 for an explanation about Tichelmann
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7.6 Very wide ice rink with a special header
Another option to create a very wide ice rink is to use a special header which is available from IceWorld International.

set of straight
couplings
with camlock
connections
endcaps

~

endcaps

Figure 7~6 • Wide ice rink with special header

This header should replace one of the headers in the middle of the ice rink. The header has
connections for the chiller hoses and will feed the glycol to both directions into the ice rink.
In terms of fluid distribution this means that because of this feed from the middle you will actually
have the same results as feeding two small ice rinks instead of one big one.
In this way an ice rink can be build up to a width of 80 meters instead of 40 meters.
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7. 7 Using two chillers on one ice rink
Sometimes it is needed to combine the cooling capacity of two chillers for use with only one ice rink.
This could be the case when no single chiller with enough cooling capacity is at hand or if you need
some extra redundancy for your project. If one chiller fails, you will still have the other chiller to keep
the ice cold enough while replacing or repairing the other chiller.
Here you see one of the ways two chillers can be setup to power one ice rink :

L

0)

u

Figure 7-7 • Setup of two chillers on one ice rink
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SERVICING YOUR ARENA BOARDS
It makes good sense, and we can help!
Remember, dasher boards are not a static device. Ga tes are opened
and shut (sometimes slammed) hund reds of ti mes a month;
bolts a nd nuts can loosen; shielding can get chipped a nd ma rked
up; gates ca n get out of plumb. And yes, sometimes the guy driving
the resurfacer might just give the boards a 'bit of a rub'.
Your dasher boards are o ne of t he most visible and memor.ible
p.irts of your rin k. People take away lasti ng impressions about the
kind offacility you oper.it@ in part based on what it looks like, and
if your boards look bad - if they look like you d on't look after them then th.it may end up hurting your reputatio n and your potential
repeat business.
More Importan tly t"a" that, dasher boards need to be maintained
to ensure t hey operate In a manner that assures t he safety of the
skaters and hockey players who use It.

And don't forget. we also carry everything you need to keep
outdoor rinks in great shape too! Whatever you need, we've got it.
From replacement fencing, to fe nce posts, ,.ind all t he necessary
hardware. Call us for more details.
See below for a recommended maintenance schedule, for more
detailed information, consult resources such as 0RFA's Guidelines
for Arena Dasher Board and Shielding Systems, which you can
access from our website: athletlca.com

SEASONM

W&ILY

•

•

Inspect gate swing for proper
clearance, adjust as required

Visually inspect plum b of dasher
wa ll, replumb as required

•
•

•
•

Inspect any steel hardwa re fo r
start of corrosion . Clean off ru st
and spray galvanize as required
lnspe<t gate latches for proper
operation, adjust as required

•

•

Inspect door/panel frame
facing alignment (surface side}

•

Check attachmen t of polyethylene
facing. kick plate and caprait to
fram ing, re-adjust/tigh te n
as required

•

•

•

Check torque of panel connection
bolts, re -tighten as re.quired

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Cleaning of p01yethy1e ne
faci ng/kickplate

Visual inspection of shielding
for chips and cracks

•

Visual inspection of shielding
for proper engagement in its
support system, tighten and
reposition as required
Visual inspection for proper
seati ng of shielding support base
Visu.il inspection of t he
secure fastening and physical
condition of termination pads

Athletica Sport Systems

•

Lubricate gate hinges

Inspect pa nel joints (ice side) for
faci ng alignment. re-adj ust/tighten
as required

•

•

Check torque of noor anchors,
re-tighten as re.quired

Visually Inspect framing for
deformatfon or cracks, repalr or
replace as required

4

N aintaining your boards costs a whole lot less than replacing them,
so to help you keep them wo rking properly, and lasting a long time,
contact us to arrange a service call appoi ntme nt. Our dasher board
technicians and installation supervisors are seasoned, expe rie nced
and ready to help you keep your boa rds looking and working
their best all year round. Call today fo r a no-obligation q uote.

lubricate adjustable caster
Check torque of hardware
fasteners, re-tighten as re,q u ired
Inspect threshold covers fo r
wea r and attachment, replace
and refasten as re<iuired

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
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GOAL PACKAGES

C

CRVSTAPLEX"

Crystapl ex'" goal frames are used by the NHL and AHL.
Buy the Best for your arena.

Our goal frames are constructed wi th we lded steel pipe, complete
with powder coated finish. Each fra me comes in a standard size of
4' H x 6'W. All packages are available prestrung or unstrung.
Sold in pairs.

CrystaPlex Competitive Package 1

Competitive Package 2

40"Depth

44" Depth

• Specificatio ns approved for NHL. AHL, NCAA, II HF,
Hockey Canada, USA Hockey

• 6 mm Resin Netting

•
•
•
•

• 6 mm Resin Netting

• Bottom Pads
• Vertical Pads
• Net Protectors
• Re<! and White PPG painted goal frames
• Includes uppernet tie bar
Prestrung
Unstrung

#102200
#102201

Bottom Pads
Vertical Pads
Net Protector
Re<! and White

Prestrung
Unstrung

Pro Series " Package 3

Pro Series Package 4

40"Oepth
• 6 mm Resin Netting
• Bottom Pads
• Vertical Pads

44"Oepth
• 6 mm Resin Nett ing
• Bottom Pads
• Verticctl Pctds

• Net Protector
• Red

• Net Protector

Prestrung

#103558
#103559

Unstrung

• Red
Prestrung
Unstrung

Recreation Package 5

Recreation Package 6

4o• oepth
• 6 mm Knotless Netting
• Bottom Pads
• Vertical Pads
• Net P,otector
• Red

44" 0epth
• 6 mm Knotless Netting
• Bottom Pads
• Vertical Pads
• Net Protector

Prestrung

#103556
#103557

Unstrung

Pre-strung package includes stringing with netting, center fender,
bottom fender, and net protector.

Athletica Sport Systems

#102159
#103560

Waterloo, 0

-Toll-free: LSn-778.5911

• Red
Prestrung
Unstrung

#102157
11102158

#101793
#102156

ECHL Blue goal frames available upon request.

Minneapolis, MN - Toll-free: 1,800.809.7465

athletica.com
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GOAL ACCESSORIES

Goal Frame Netting
Regulation Goal Nets
Fits stand ard goal frames or 4'H J< 6'W size, with depths of
40" or 44". One-piece construction with 2.5" diamond mesh
woven nylon. Designed for high use environments.
Regulation nets also fi t OHA practice goal frames.
Sold In pairs. (Lacing twine included).
6 mm Resin Coated Knotless Nets (800 lb b reak strength)

#102275
#102277

Replacement nets also ava ilable for 34#deep goa l frames
6 mm Knotless Nets (800 lb break strength)
6 mm Resin Coated Knotless Nets (800 lb break strength)

#101314
#101320

6

mm Knotless Nets (800 lb break strengt.h)

Nylon Repair Twine
4

mm x 330' roll (200 lb break strengtfl)

#102584

Goal Pads
18 oz. white nylon covering fits regulation size goal frames.
Bottom goal pads are g rommeted fo r lace attach me nt
All other items attach wit h Velcro•
Sold in pairs
Bottom Goal Pads - Standard 34"

#101393

Bottom Goal Pads - Standatd 40"

#102282

Bottom Goal Pad s - Standard 44"
Vertical Pads - Reduced diameter 48n long

#102286
#102281

Top Bac.k Pads - Standard 8'

1102285

Top Ba~ Pads - Premium 8 '

#103S78

Top Centre Pads- Standard 18ff

#102289

Top Center Pads - Premium 18ff

#103579

Premium pads

Netting Package - Net/Pad Kits
Contains 6 mm netting, 2 nylon net protectors, bottom fenders
and vertical center fenders, lacing and twine included.
Sold in pairs
Knotless Netting - 34"

Res:in Coated Knotless Netting • 40"

#100232
#100233
#103437
#102565

Knotless Netting - 44•

#100231

Resin Coated Knotless Netting - 44"

#100230

Resin Coated Knotless Netting - 34"
Knotless Netting - 4o-

6
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GOAL ACCESSORIES

Goal Frame Protectors
Net Protectors
Extend the life of nets by minimizing skate cuts.
Fits regu l<1tlon size goal frames. Grommets every 4" on centre.
Sold In pairs
Vlnyl Skirt (44")

#101993

Nyton Skirt (44'1

#102278

Nylon Skirt (40'1

#102283

Nylon Skirt (34'1

#103S77

Pro-Style Net Protectors
Special dual layer construction. Base layer Is reinforced webbing
with grommets and second layer is 35 oz vinyl; stitched toge ther
to create a one-piece net protector. Top layer enhances net
appearance and protects lacing from skate damage.
Skirt is pleated for an improved fit around the goal radius.
Sold in pairs
44"

#102234

40''

#102S15

Clear Net Protectors
Simi l<1 r in design to the Pro-Style, ou r Clec1r Net Protectors allow
for easy visibility. Clear detachable ends (ask about replacements).
Sold in pairs
40"

#102585

Custom Embroidery
Customize your net protectors with your logo. brand, or tagline.
It's easy and less expensive than you realize.
Contact us for moredetai1s.

Athletica Sport Systems

Waterloo, O -Toll-free: 1.877.778.5911

;.1 •

Minneapolis, MN • Toll-free: 1..800.809.7465

athletic.a.com
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GOAL ACCESSORIES
Goal Dolly
Transport frames from ice to storage effortlessly - 360° turning.
Fits all regulation size 6' wide frames. Collapsible For easy storage.
Sold individually
Collapsible Goal Dolly

#101808

Traditional Goal Dolly
Extra handle caster allows for use as three-wheel moving
dolly. Fits all Regulation size 6' wide frames.
Powder coated red, welded steel construction.
Sold individually
Tradition.al Goal Dolly

#101306

Edge Protech
Protects skate blades from damaging goal post strikes.
Snap-on design. Made by goalies for goalies.
Sold in pairs
Edge Prote<h

# 101295

Water Bottle Holders
Constructe<Jout of lightweight and durable ma erial to allow for easy
attachment to the back of the frame. Available in three colors.
Custom branding options available.

8

Blue

#102898

Red

#102892

White

#103422

Athletica Sport Syste ms

Wa erloo, ON - Toll-free: 1.877.7785911

Minneapolis, MN - Toll-free: 1.800.809.7465
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GOAL ACCESSORIES
Piranha Pegs
Built to l<l t, with 1/ 4 " steel plate and 3/4"stainle» stef?I peg~
Contains hardened styrenebutadiene rubber for high d urability
and a tapered top for quick lwding.
Sold in s.ets of two.
#103521

Piranha Pegs

Marsh Pegs
The professiona ls choice!
Reduce injuries - Marsh pegs allow the net to release on hard impact.
Reduce game delays - No more unintentional net dislodging.
Standard pegs 8" long. NHL pegs 1owlong. Sold in sets of 4
Marsh Peg s• RED 13/1 6n dla.
Marsh Peg s - TEAL GREEN 1 S/8" dla.
Marsh Peg s - BLUE 1 3/SHdia.
Marsh Pegs - AHL/NCAA 1 7/8" dla.

#101309
#101312
#101310

Marsh Peg insert

#102817

#101311

Freeze-In Posts
Fits regulation goal frame construction. Helps minimize injuries
by brea Id ng away from ice on impact. Zinc plated steel construction.
Sold in sets of 4. '
Freeze-In Posts

#101407

Puck Freezer
Keep your pucks consistent and frozen while travelling. for ultimate ease
of transportation. the compact freezer runs off standard voltage.
Digital thermostat is adjustable from -8 to 50 degrees F.
Puc:k Freezer

Athletic:a Sport Systems

#102838
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ICE MAINTENANCE
Ice Painting

_._,,,,

Jet Ice Super White Powder 3000
Our high quality white powder ice paint is specially fo rmulated
to provide a brilliant white ice surface. Superior cove rage and
easy installation. Covera ge requires 3 coats.
as·x 200' - 8 boxes, lOO' x 200' - l O boxes.
Each box weighs 45 lbs. (20 kg).
#101600

Supi!r White 3000

Jet Ice Liquid Ice Paints
Our liquid ice p.iints are stocked in 3 standard colors. Custom
colon, are avail.ible. A standard rink requires 1 p.iil of each color.
Sold In 1 gallon palls
Jet Ice Red

#101599

Jet Ice Blue

#101596

Jet Ice Black

#101859

Jet Ice Goal Crease Blue

#101597

Jet fee Logo White

#101598

Jet Ice Paint Stick
Light-weight with the flexibility to adjust the liquid paint now.
Allows you to accurately apply lines and circles on the Ice surface
with 2wpaint head.
Paint Stick

#101405

Jet Ice Line Marking Products
Ice marking and template kit "Developed by ice makers for
ice makers: these kits Include everything you need to lay out your
floors including brushes, all templates, cables, thread and markers.
Just add the white and you're all set!
Available for IIHF, CAA and HL game line configurations.
UHF

#102948

NCAA/USA Hockey

#102950

Hockey Canada

#102949

NHL

#101308

•
-

•
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Line Kits
Crystaline Kit
Unique to Athlet ica Sport Systems, this paper line kit is superior to
all o thers. Olir kits are woven from all-natu ral biodegradable
materials and are tear-resistant during insta lla tion. Designed not to
trap air, fade or cause ice chipping. A single kit includes enough
material for 2 sing le layer applications. Goal crease sold separately.
# 101293

Crystaflne Kit

Crystaline Goal Crease Kit
Same wove n construction as the Crystaline Kit.
Incl udes light blue goal crease paper, PRECUT to the regulation
shape with 2wred line attached. Kit includes 1 pair.
USA Hockey Crease

#101807

NHL Crease

#101305

NCAA Crease

#101806

Textile Goal Crease Kit
Reuseable and sold individually.

USA Hockey Crease
NHL Crease

#102875
#102959

Ice and Snow Traction Aids
Lightweight solution, with 360 spike pattern that provides more
push off and lateral grip, Carbide spikes are integrated into the
open/close split rubber tread for improved traction.
Small/ Medium

#103513

Large I Extra Large

#103514

Athletica Sport Systems

Waterloo. ON - Toll-free: l .877.778.5911

Minneapolis, MN - Toll-free: 1.800.809.7465

athletica.com
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. ICE MAINTENANCE
Board Cleaning
Restoration Kits
Includes high speed poli sher, backing plate, 2 black polishing pads,
cleaning brush, 2 micro-fiber towels and squirt bottle.
Cleaning polish not included.
Restoration Kit

1101290

Individual components:

#101287
#101288
#101281
#101800
#10128S
#101291
#101282
#101280

Clear D Zone Polish
High Speed Polisher
Backing Plate
Polishing Pad · Black
Cleaning Brush
Mic10-fiberTowels

Squirt Bottle
12 o:a: Sample Bottle

Clear D Zone Citrus Board Cleaner
Highly effective, concentrated ECO frie ndly cleaner is
100% biodegradable and contains no solvents, caustics or toxics.
Use full wength o r dilute to increase coverage.

#101286

One Gallon BottJe

Clear D Zone Rink Glass Polish
This one step cleaner is safe to use on te mpered g lass, acrylic and
polycarbo nate. Outstanding results a re achieved with the
combinatio n of heaVfriction and t he cleaner. Simple, fast and more
eco nomical than ot he r cleaners on t he market.
3 gallo ns are required fo r a full size NHL rink.
#101287

One Gallon BottJe

Rink Erasers
Remove puck. tape. and scuff marks wit h only plain water and
some lig ht scrubbing. Suitable for tempered glass, alum in um
supports, dashe r poly, ad panels, painted locker room walls,
fibe rg lass wall boards a nd much more. No rubbe r gloves o r
eyewear required.
Case of 100 - 4"x4" x l " pads

#101410

Glass Cleaning Products

12

Glass Wash Kit - large era ser pad, swivel pad holder,
extension handle, water blade squeegee and soap

#102990

Individual components
Extension Handle
Swivel Pad Holder
Glasswash Soap - 32 oz

#102989
#102935
#102S47

Water Blade Squeegee
large Eraser Pad

#101294
#102934

Athletlca Sport S ~ms

Waterloo, ON -Toll-free: 1.877.778.5911

Minneapolis, MN • Toll-free: 1.800..809.7465
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ICE MAINTENANCE
Zamboni Gas Power Edger
Powerful 10.5 HP engine and long last ing eight-sided 18" cutters
reduce replacement time and cost. Designed for maximum ease of
operation. the engine and depth controls are located on the handle
and the unit provides stableMwander-free" control.
Available in gas or propa ne.

Zamboni Electric Power Edger
The E.lectric Power Edger brings a corded alternative to facility
operators. The powe rful electric motor easily handles the unit's 18#
cutting path. The heavy-duty steel plate body and runners provide
stable control and ease of operation. Another emissio n-free solution
for your arena's edging needs.
AVc1ilable in gas or propane.

Zamboni EZIII Edger
The EZIII elect ric edger offer5 a 6.5 HP motor at 36 volts. Its three
AGM deep-cycle 12 V batteries were designed to perform for the
application. With eig ht-sided 14#cutters, the EZIO provides an
effective, long lasting cut, while saving replacement time and cost.

Olympia Battery Power Edger
Powered by a 9 HP motor. the Olympia Battery Edger is nonpolluting,
environmentally friendly, and provides more than 40 minutes of hig h
performance edging between chargi ng. With sealed lead acid
gel-filled batteries, eigh carbide tipped blades and level controls at
your finge r tips, the Olympia Battery Edger delivers the finest.
pollution free finish in the industry.
Available in gils or propilne.

Olympia Gas Power Edger
4•cycle 3600 RPM engine with t 6" cutters. Ease of use. safety,
durability and efficiency are standard fea ures in the Olympia line
of hand cont rolled edgers. Featuring the latest innovations in design,
the Olympia Edger line sets a new standard for the industry_
From the centralized controls in the handle, to the proven reliability
of its engine and cutting mechanism~ Olympia Hand Edgers meet all
your ice edging needs.
Available in gas or propane.

Athletica Sport Systems

Waterloo. ON - Toll-free: l.877.778.5911

Minneapolis. MN - Toll-free: 1.800.809.7465

athletica.com
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. ICE M.AINTENANCE
Flooding

Hoses
Commercial-grade rubber hose. Made to order in
required length, diameter and fittings.
Service temperature rating: -20' F to 190" F

Hose - 1" ID - Standard (per ft)
Hose - 1" ID - Non-marking (per ft)

#105323
#103696

Hose Reels
Steel construction, powder coated. Reels have self-a ligning
bearings, Jocking mechanisms, tension brake and swivel joint for
water connection. Sized to fit your needs and available in manual
or powered rewind.
Specify the following when requesting a quote: Wal l or floor mount.
Manual or power rewind. Length and diameter of hose to be stored.

Nozzles
Spray fine or heavy with our adjustable brass or plastic nozzles.

Lexan 1"
Brass 1"

14
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ICE MAINTENANCE
Shovels
Heavy-duty, industrial grade.

Aluminum Scoop
Plastic Scoop

#102262
#102267

Scrapers
Reduce ice build up at gate entrances and keep your ice In top shape.
7"x6" Blade

#100674

Squeegee
Quickly remove excess water off your ice surface. 36#straight with
curved end and wood handl e.
Squeegee

#103438

Replacement Wood Handle

#101420

Snow Pushers
UHMW polyethylene blade, durable fiberglass handle.

Snowplow Pusher - 36''
Snowplow Pusher - 48''

Athletica Sport Systems

#101413
#101414

Waterloo, ON - Toll-free: 1.877.7785911
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FACILITY PRODUCTS

Protective Netting
Fan and spectator pro tective netting is a must in your arenas.
Athletica Sport Systems has a depth of experience in this area to help
define your needs. From replacement to repair, Ath letica's definitive
system is everything yo u need.

Nylon Safety Net
The industry standard for protective netting In hockey rinks.
1-1/2" mesh x 2 mm twine with ro~ or tape binding edge finish
with grommets. Ask about our fire retardent option.

#101586
#101587

Black
White

Monofilament Safety Netting
When hung properly, mono netting is almost invisible. A metal
conduit frame will provide the ~st results for attaching th e net at
the cei ling. 3.ls• stretch mesh x 1.1 mm twine, di amond pattern
with rope bind ing edge finish only. Ask about our fire reta rdant option.
Order in fu 11foot increments.
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#101582

Clear

Kevlar'll Safety Net
Enj oy superior spectator viewing with a Kevlar'.. small twine knotted
safety net. 3" st retch mesh x 1.2 mm twine w ith rope binding edge
finish. Fire retardant Custom made to your exact length and height
requirements.

Black

#101581

Mounting Hardware
Athletica Sport Systems offer a fu ll line of hardware for you to
complete a thorough and professional protect ive netting installation.

Conduit Frame- Straight (10' sections)
Conduit Frame - Rad ius (1 0' sections)
Cables - GaJvanized (1.12S"x S00' roll)
Inner Cables - BJac:kwire (1 .125" x 1000' roll)
Cable Clamps - Fits 1/8" aircraft cable
Turnbuckles - 4"' long

Beam Clamps - Accepts a 3/8" eyebott
Eyebolts • 4 " turned eyebolt, zinc plated
Suction cup - 3'" to attach netting to seamless glass
Plastic Zip Ties • Black (S-)
Plast.ic Zip Ties • Whlte (8")

Carabiners
Retracuble Tube - 1 s · x 17s·
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FACILITY PRODUCTS

Flooring
Black Rubber Matting
Recycled black rubber matting is an economica l flooring solution
that provides excellent skate resistance for years of use.
Heavy eno ugh to be"loose laid"orglued in place.
Nomina l size is 4' x 6' - may need to be S(Juared before installation
or ca n be factory trued to square (4rx 71 ").

318n thick - Nominal
1/2" thick-Nominal
112n thick-Square<!

#102133
#102047

#1011S6

Rubber Flooring - Roll, Tile, and Interlock
Designed as an economical flooring produ ct that combines high
skate resistance with budget and aesthetics. We recommend a 3/8"
th ickness for optima l skate resistance in all three products while
our less ex.pensive rolled matting is ideal to reduce seams.
Available in black or with EPDM color granules in black or
20% fieck. 16 EPDM color granule options to choose from or
renect your building/team colors with custom color chips at
no additional cost. 3 year pro-rated warranty.
Stanclard Sizes
Roll- 3/S"x 4'x SO'

20% Fleck

Black
#101612

#1026SS

Benches
.Aluminum Benches
Our aluminum benches are constructed of anodized aluminum
plank (l-1/2" D x 9 1/2" W) with a 1/2" poly cover for seating comfort
in ice arenas. Alu minum plank provides sufficient strength to
provide maximum stiffness with minimum supports. Each bench
includes end caps. Stock bench lengths are available in 8' and 24'
lengths.
8'Length

#102351

24' Length

#102352

Recyclod Plastic Lumber Benches

')

Our plastic lumber benches are made from a recyc led, fully
pigmented product that Is economical and virtually
maintenance-free. 2'x 10#and 2'x 12" are commonly used with
a maximum support spacing of 24": \inimum order may app ly.
STA OARD COLORS: Sand, Weathered Wood, Cedar, Light Grey,
Tudor Brown, Grey, Light Oak. Turf Green. Off-White, Redwood,
and Black.
PREMIUM COLORS are available at additional cost: Bright White,
Red, Blue, and Yellow
NOTE; Plastic lumber is nominallys· eel as dimensional lumber.
Other dimensions are available upon request.
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FACILITY PRODUCTS
Bench Supports

•

Bench Supports
Our aluminum constructed bench supports feature are
available in socket or floo r mount design. Custom sizes available
upon req uest. Indicated heights are for the support only.
Removable socket mounting for those applications where the
benches need to be regularly removed a telescopic mo unt design
is required. Available in two sizes.
#101126
#101125

22"
29"

Concrete floor mount bench supports have a 3/ 8" x 6Nx 6* mounting
plate, pre-drilled with 5/8" hol es for concrete anchors.
Available in th ree sizes.
#101124
#101211
#102355

16"
20"
22"

Wall Mount
Wall mounted bench bracket with pre-drilled mou nting holes.
with a size approximately 1rt-t x 10*0 x 3"W.
Powder coated black.
#102169

Locker Room
Standard Clothing Hook
Heavy gauge steel rod construction with radius edges fo r safety with
a powdercoat finish for aesthetics and durability. Pre-drilled 5/1 6"
mounting hole~
#102174

Collapsible Clothing Hook
Designed to release under a load of 26 lbs (+/- 2 lbs). our collapsible,
tam per-proof clothing hook complies with regulatio ns introduced in
a nu mber of jurisdictions. Made from high strength polycarbonate
and magnetically mounted.
Grey
Beige

#100066
#100140

Stick Racks
Fabricated from 3/4" HOPE. our stick racks are manufactured
in-house on our CNC machine, custom made to your specifications.
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Full Length

#102356

Wall Mount

#103583
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CONVERSION
ArenaDeck" Ice Cover
The best ice cover on the market today; a popular choice for a
majority of NHL arena~ Heavy duty (SOO psi allowable compressive
strength) yet lighweight, easy to install and maintain. The finish
texture provides the right amount of traction and can be easily
cleaned with pressure washers or floor scrubbers. The underside
waffle pattern traps air creating an insulating R-value of 2.84 and
since it's synthetic, it won't absorb moistu re, warp, swell or stick
to the ice. Standard color is grey with an elephant sl<in texture.
Solid panels are ideal for equipmen t gate locations.
Panel - Waftle(1 " x48n,c96; SSlbseach

#101430

Panel - Solid (1 "x 48" x 96") 63 lbs each

#101428

ArenaDeck FASCOAT Ice Cover
Arena Deck XT takes the same basic panel and adds a spray
coati ng of FASCOAT for additional grip and traction. Black only.
XTPanel -Waffle (1"x48"x 96"J SS lbs each

#101431

XT Panel - Solid (l"x 48nx 96n) 63 lbseach

#101429

ArenaDeck Light Duty
The cost effective, light-duty floor conversion panel designect
specifically for smaller venues and community rinks to host light
traffic. dry floor events. With the same waffle pattern, top surface
texture and rated at 300 psi, these panels are the perfect solution
for venues with fewer changeovers and smaller budgets.
Panel - Waffle (5/8"x48"x 96") 30 lbs each

Athletlca Sport Systems
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CONVERSION
Steel Ice Dam
With feat ures a nd benefits like these, it's no wonder t he steel ice d arn
is fast becoming t he ice dam of choice for mult i-purpose arenas:
, Strong steel construction is resistant to both pressure and Ice
build up
• Uniformity and strength means puck rebound is consistant
• Re placeable HDPE kickplate at ice edge
• Double set of integrated dasher anchors provide 100% backup
should an anc hor become stripped or un useable
, Insulated to minimize frost buildup or edge t hawi ng
• Anchors that are prone to stripping can be easily repa ired
or replace<!.
• Designed fo r installation on new rinks or retrofitted on
existing ri nks
Available in 2" steel and 2.s • stainless steel.

Poly Ice Dam
Popular for years in m ulti-purpose arenas, t his natural white high
density polyethylene dam has features not fou nd in other ice dams:
• Cost e ffective
• light weigh t and easy to install
• A good insulator
• Suitable for skate traffic

Common ly used In 7" widths to match clasher board panel widths
and avai lable in several thfcknes~s. In addition to the dasher
ancho~. the po'ly Ice dam requires an additional 3 anchors
per 8 feet.
Available in 1" or 2~thickness.

Poly Ramps
Our durable and mainte nance-free tape red poly ramps are custom
machined from natural white HO PE. We offer ram ps in 1: 1.S- and
2' he ig hts that taper down to 1/4:
Available in straight or radius se ctions up to lO' in length.
HOPE Ramp - Straight 11.0" x 23" x 120")

#103687

HOPE Ramp - Straight (2.0" x 23 Hx 120")

#103688

HOPE Ramp • Straight (2.S" x 23H x 120")

#103689

HOPE Ramp - 28 ft Radius (1 .0" x 18" x 120")

#103690

HOPE Ramp · 28 ft Radius ( 1.5'' x 18" x 120")

#103691
#103705

HOPE Ramp · 28 ft Radius (2.0" x 18" x 120")
HOPE Ramp · 28 ft Radius (2-5" x 18" x 120")
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#103686

HOPE Ramp • Straight (1.S" x 23Hx 120")
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CONVERSION
Black-out Drapes
Custom fit to your specific dasher system. Drapes include Velcro
board attachment and Velcro• drape connections. Drape lengths
are dictated by gate locations in dasher layout. Fabric selections
include a variety of colours and materials depend ing on aesthetics,
durability, ease of cleaning and fire rating. Please contact us for a
quote specific to your needs.

Tunnel Covers
Retractable entrance covers tailored to your needs. Available in
a va riety of colors and made to fit your exact tunne l dimensions.
Collapse and roll away on wheels for easy storage.

Retractable Netting Systems
Retractable systems for safety netting are available in both hand
cra nk and motorized winch versions depending on your specific
requirements. Nets retr.:1ct using a brid le system and series of
cables. Netting options include nylo n and kevlar protective netting.
Call us for a quote.

Vinyl Runner
Provides durable protection of floors, and pointed ribbing provides
maxim um traction in walkways. Our vinyl runner is also resistant to
water and chemica l damage, and will not shrink or curl over time.
1/8Rx 3' x 105'~ Black

#102407

Dasher Board Padding
The standard design Involves an "l" shape that folds at a 90
degree angle a d extends up and over the top of the dasher
board to provide maximum protection to both the f<lce and top
surfaces. These pads are available in both 3" and 5" th icknesses
and heights of 42" and 48"'. Standard pad width Is s·.
Custom sizes available upon request.

Athletica Sport Systems
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CONVERSION

Glass Lifters
Glass Lifters
Suitable fo r gripping and hold ing any smooth surface.
Acrylic, tempered glass etc. up to 125 lbs max.. weight. 8" diameter
suctio n cup with a lexan handle and storage case.
lndrvidual

#101425

Electric Glass Lifter
A must for moving large sheets of tempered glass up to 700 lbs
max. weig ht. A battery powered vacuum pump al lows for a quick
"hookup•. Glass lifter frame is hinged so gl.iss can be tilted and the
shield can be rotated. Forklift rigging attachment NOT included.
Electric Glass Lifter

#101304

Forklift Attachment for Glass Lifter
Specially desig ned for safe and secure attachment of t he electric
glass lifte r to standard forklift forks. Double fo rk capacity.
Maximum load capacity of 2000 lbs.
Double Fork Model
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CONVERSION
Storage Carts
A-Frame Shielding Storage Carts
Available in two sizes to accommodate various shielding and
storage room sizes. Each cart frame is constructed of we lded
steel and painted with strategica lly located white poly cladding
to eliminate metal to glass contact. Two rigid and two swivel wheels
allow the cart to be easily manoeuvered via the welded-on towing
tongues and pull handles (one each end). Two ratchet and strap
assemblies are Included with each ca rt.
Maximum load capacity Is 5000 lbs.
Assembly required.
LargeCart - SrWx94"H x 102"l

#101207

Small Cart - S2"W x 58nH x 60"L

#102625

Dasher Board Storage Carts
Our storage carts are constructed of a welded steel and
painted frame with 6#wheels (2 rigid and 2 swivel) that have been
engineered to carry maximum loads. The cart deck Is covered to
eliminate metal to metal contact with end rai ls to minimize panel
shifti ng and damage during transport To maximize the load
capacity, 12 straig ht {7M) dashet panels can be easily loaded side
by side and upright. The unique cart design allows for car t stacking
to maximize storage space. Maximum load capacity is 2000 lbs.
Assembly required.
Stackable Stora ge Cart · 48"W x 60"H ,c 96"l

#102209

ArenaDeck'"l Storage Carts
Our ArenaD~k• storage carts are constructed of a welded steel and
painted frame with 6#whools (2 rigid and 2 swivel) that
allow t he cart to be easily maneuvered. The cart deck is plywood.
Each cart will hold up to 50 l#H x 48"W x 96"'L ice covering panels.
Maximum load capacity is 2400 lbs. Assembly required.

Stackable Storage Cart - 48nW x 65- H x 96.. L

#102987

60" wide carts a lso available.

CrystaPlex!l, HDM Cart
The cart fra me is constructed of aluminum. Includes 2 cart
push bars, with 2 swivel and 2 rigid caster wheels. anowing for
easy movement. Holds 66 pieces of CrystaPlex" HOM sleeves,
Crysta Pf ex• WIDE sleeve variant also available. Assembly required.

38NW x 4s• H x 30.S-L

Athletlca Sport System.s
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CONVERSION
Storage Carts
Slotted Acrylic Cart
The cart frame is constructed of steel with a powder coating.
Incl udes 2 swivel and 2 rigid caster wheels, as well as tow hitch and
fork lift lifting channels. Holds 34 pieces of 93 " long CrystaPJex• HDM
sleeves, CrystaPlex~ HDM WIDE sleeve variant also available, or 30
pieces of 99" long CrystaPlex• 590 Acrylic.
Maximum load capacity is 6000 lbs.
Assembly required.
65"W x 110.S"H x 89"L

#103478

Curved Acrylic Cart
The cart frame is constructed of aluminum. Includes 2 cart push
bars. with 2 swivel and 2 rigid caster wheels, which allow it to
ma ne uver easily. Holds 7 complete curved acrylic assemblies and
stores 4 additional HDR and 4 2C posts as well for conven ience.
Assembly required.
38"W x 48"H x 30.5"
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Cross - Ice Accessories
Optimizer Rink Divider Set
The Optimizer is an alu minum framed rink divider desig ned fo r ultimate
ease of installation and long wearing performa nce; t he premier solution
fo r are na ma nagers, hockey coaches, and associations looking to 'divide
the ice' in order to facilitate half-ice practices as recom me nded by
various federations, including USA Hockey's American Development
Model (ADM) an d Hockey Canada's Cross Ice Initiation Prog ra m.
The Optimizer is available in standard 85' and 1OO' lengths ,md is shipped
on its own storage cart. Designed for ease of assembly and tear down,
Optim izer includes a 28"' gate opening panel and sta nda rd rcidiused
ends. Each panel measures 90" long by 36" high and is made from
alumi num welded frames. Facing is white UV stabilized HDPE with a red
or blue top cap. Options include a 42" high version, yellow kickplate, cind
netting for upper puck containment Customized panel lengths ca n be
ordered to fi t other rink widt hs.
Standard se t contains:
9 standard straight panels - 90" long
1 gate panel - pass through gate
4 radius panels (2 per e nd) - 78"' long
Adjustable tension buckles
1 storage ca rt
Shipping weight - 11 50 lbs, 4'x 8' x 5' H single pallet.

36"x 85 ft Set
36"x 100 ft Set
4rx8SftSet
4rx 100 ft Set

#101247
#102051
#102551
#103538

Optimizer Storage Cart
The cart frame is constructed out of alumi num, with 4 wheels.
The cart allows for ease of stowing and transportation
of your Optimizer.
52"Hx48"Wx94" L

Athletica Sport Systems
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Cross - Ice Accessories
Border Patrol Rink Dividers
Make t he most of your ice time. rink pr09ramming and training
effectiveness with our durable Border Patrol• Rink Dividers:
desig ned specifically for cross-ice style t raining. Fast and easy
to set up. the durable panels are constructed of high-density
foam with a tear-resistant vinyl coveri ng. Heavy-duty Velcro•
straps securely connect the panels. The recta ng ula r shape allows
for un iform rebound a nd play on both sides. Great for dry-land
t ra ining and int ra mural sport containment . Graphics can be
silk screened o n bot h sides of the panels to provide sponsorship
opportunities.

BP-D Standard
Gre at for Mini-Mites, Mites, Squirts and zone specific drills.
Optimize your rental ice time with these safe, durable and
easy to set up panels. Standard colour is black. Weighs 20 lbs
per 1Ofeet.
Individual Panels:
12"H x 8"W x 120"L

#101589

12"H x 8"W x 60"L

#101590

85' Set - eight 12" x 8" x 127 .S Hpanels

#102031

100' Set- ten 12" x 8" x 120" panels

#103580

BP-D Jumbo
Divide the ice for competitive 3-<>n-3 practices. Double stack against
das he rboards to teach safe checking techniq ues. Great for o lder,
adva nced players! Standard colour is black.
Weighs 60 lbs per 10 ft.
Individual Panels:
22"H X 12''W x 120"l
22"H

X

12"W

X

#102037

60"l

#102038

85'Set - eight22Hx 1rx 127.S"panels
100' Set - ten 22" x 12" x 120" panels

#102033
#103581

BP-D Pro Style
Acts as a boundary for other sports (indoor football etc.)
Great for adult 3-on-3 tournaments. Standard colour is black.
Weighs 60 lbs per 10 ft.
Individual Panels:
4 2"H x 18"\Y x 120"L

#102039

42"H x 18"W x 60,.L

#102040

85' Set - eight 42" x 18" x 120" panels and
one 42• x 1a• x 60" panel

#102042

100' Set • ten 42• x 18" x 120"' panels

#103582

Border Patrol Storage Cart
The cart frame is constructed out of aluminum, with 4 wheels.
The cart allows fOf ease of stowing and transporting your
Border Patrol" rln divider.
#102839
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Cross - Ice Accessories
Junior Goal Frame
4' Hx 3'Wx 26»D.
Great for cross-Ice, yet strong enough for adult use.
1 - 3/8" galvanized steel frame - RED ONLY.
Some assembly required. Net and skirt included. Weight 28 lbs.

Collapsible

#1033S7

Welded

#102836
#103SS5

Welded - pre-stru ng

Mini-Mite Goal Frame
2'Hx 31 Wx 24• 0
Perfect size for cross-ice play
1-3/8• galva nized steel frame - RED ONLY
Some as.sembly required. Net and skirt included.Weight 16 lbs.

Collapsible

#101443

Welded

#102717

Welded • pre-strung

#1035S4

Scoreboards
Athletica Sport Systems can supply the perfect s.corebo<ird to meet
the needs. of your particular facility; ice hockey, in-line, SQccer
and curling. We also have portable scoreboards.
High quality LEDs offer improved viewing angles and stay
brighter longer. Designed and programmed for easy operation.
Aluminum enclosures are powder coa ted for durability and
conforma l coating protects circuit boards from the effects
of moistu re. Generous advertising space for increased sponsor
revenue. 5 year manufacturers warranty. For more information on
scoreboa rd and scoreboard related inquiries please contact
1-8?7-778-5911 ext 234.

Protective Netting
Cross ice netting decreases risk of pucks entering spectator areas.
Ensure your facilities are upgraded.

Nylon Safety Net
The industry standard roi protective netting In hockey rinks.
1-112• mesh x 2 mm twi e with rc,pe or tape binding edge finish
with grommets. Ask about our fire retardent option.

•111••
11■

#101586
#101587

Black

White

Monofilament Safety Netting
When hung properly, mono netting is almost invisible. A metal
conduit frame will provide the best results for attaching the net at
the ceiling. 3_25• stretch mesh x 1.1 mm twine. diamond pattern
with rope binding edge finish only. Ask about our fire retardant option.
Order in full foot increments..
Clear
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Performance Aids
Shooter Tutor
Acts as a substitute goa lie when no goal tenders are available.
Improve accuracy {trains players to aim for the comers and the
five hole), increase goal scoring, and enhance the fun of the game
with one of our durable practice goalies. Tested at -3o· F,
continuous 100 mph shots. Weighing only 10 lbs. it's portable and
easy to store. Roll s into a 3' x 4'' bund le and fits in a car trunk or
equipment bag. Insta ll and remove from nets in seconds.
#102634

Sold lndM dually

Rick-O-Shay
Never worry about the goa lie not showi ng up when you've got
"Hockey's Most Realistic Goal Blocker: Realistic 3-D contours create
deflectio ns and rebounds in random di rections. Made of super
d urable high molecular weight polyethylene for yea rs of indoor
or outdoor play.

Sold individually

#101409

Poly Practice Goalie
Durable shooting practice aid, constructed of dasher facing.
1/2" thickness - 6'W x 4'H, with square foot open
spaces In four corners of the goal. Optional five hole or custom
hole pattern available. Attaches to goal with Velcro" straps.

Sold lndM dually

1101406

Attack Triangle
Designed to challenge players by replicating the stick and skate
positions of opposing players to develop puck control, stick
handling and a better understanding of passing lanes.
Provides more interaction than conesand comes equipped with
mooring pins to virtually elimina e sliding.
Attack Triangle- sold Individually

#101447

Skate Aids
Skate aids are a mainstay of open ska e or learn-to-skate programs.
Designed to help keep the skater standing while learning balance.
Steel construction with painted finish make our skate aids durable
and long lasting. One p iece welded.

Skate Aid · sold individually
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Ad Panels
Impact Ad Panels
Specially desig ned to withstand the continual use and abuse from
pucks, players, vibration, moisture and tempera ture changes.
• Fabricated to precisely fit your new or existing dasher panels
including gate sections.
• Panels feature bulJnose edging and rounded comers to minimize
erra nt rebounds and potential player injury.
• Panels are supplied as predrilled and countersunk or as blanks.
• Flathead screws with s~dal hi-lo thread seat below the panel
surface to provide a safe and secure attachment Can be easi ly
removed for graphic and message changes.
• Impact Ad panels are also available with sponsor, graphic or
message decals already applied and ready to Install. The decals
are professionally printed and Installed using customer suppllecl
artwork files. Vibrant and long lasting but can be removed ror
sponsor or message change.
Standard sizes:
Impact Panel Predrilled:
.1 l8"thlck, 96"W x 33"H c/w screws

#101987

Blank Panel: .118"thkk, 96"W x 36"H

#100S01

Custom Impact Panel Predrilled: .118" thick

#103678

Other si.zes and thickness are available to fit your
exact requirements.
.1 lS" thick. 96"W x 33"H without screws

#102067

Advertising Panel Components
For customer$who may need to update or repair existing panels
we offer the following:
Polycarbonat.e Panel .118" thickness - 36"W x 96.H

# 100501

Polycarbonate Panel , 118" thickness - 48"W x 96. H
ABS Ad Insert Sheet .040"thickness - 48"W x 96"H
Polycarbonate Panel .220" thickness - 48"W x 96"H
Polycarbonate Panel .500" thickness - 48"W x 96"H
Polycarbonate Panel .SOO" thlckness -48"W x 120'"H
Polycarbonate Panel .SOO"thlckness -48"W x 144.H

# 100502

#101783

...._~
.~
~
·.· ' Xt.tf.O,.;:,''f

-,'\l-1,\P"'

#100505
# 100509
#100508
#100011

Hardware
For maintenance and quick repairs.
Flathead Hi-Lo Ad Panel Screw - #10 x 1/2"
Trusshead Bolt w/patch - 1/4" x 20 TPI
Female lnsert-1 /4 " x 20TPI x 1/2'"

Athletica Sport Systems
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
CrystaPlex: StayWhite · Dasherboard Cladding
and Backer Panel
High density polyethylene dasherbo<1 rd cladding pigmented
"bright white#and specially designed for high impact ice arena
applications. Only virgin polyethylene is used for its consistent
colour a nd st rength.

Standard sheet sizes;
#102933
#102011
#102021
#102010
#102017

.220"thickness- 42"H x 96"L
.37S"thickness - 42"H x 96"L
.500"thickness - 42"H x 96"L
.3 7 5" thickness - 48"H x 96"L
.500"thickness - 48"H x 96"L
Ot her puck boa rd opt ions are also available.

Kick Plate
The s.ame high de nsity virgin polyethyle ne a s t he dasher board
cladding. Standa rd 1/2* kick plate has bullnosed top edges.
Pred rilling availa bl e upon request Other kick plate thicknesses
also available upon req uest.
Standard sheet sizes:
Yellow, .220"thickness • 8"H x 96.. L

Yellow, .SOO" thlckness • 8"H x 96"L
Gold, .220"thlckness • 8"H x 96"L
Gold, .SOO"thlc:kness • 8"H x 96"L
Light Blue, ,220" thickness· 8"H x 96"L
Light Blue, .500" thickness - 8"H x 96"L
Ice Dam Kickplate:
Yellow, .S00" thickness - 1.S" H x 96" L
Yellow, .S00'' thickness - 2"H x 96;,L

#102006
#102436
#102008
#102425
#102007
#101998

Yellow, t" thic:k.ness • 1.S" H x 96"L
Yellow, 1"thickness - 2" H x 96" L

#103342
#101908
#102109
#101890

Board Kickplate:
Yellow, .SOO" thlckness • 8"H x 96"L
Yellow, .500" thickness - 8.S"H x 96"L
Yellow, .500" thickness -10" H 1e 96"L

#102916
#103498
#103584

Caprail
High d ensity virgin polyethylene caprail with bull nosed top. front
and rea r edges. Available in straight or radius sectio ns and custom
C C cut to size. Available finishes are smooth a nd #orange peer
to hide scratches.
Standard she t siz s:
Red, .500.. thickness • 48" x 96"
Red, .7S0.. thickness• 48"x 96"

Red, 1'" thlckness - 48"x96"
B.lue, .SOO" thickness - 48" x 96"
Blue, .750" thickness - 48" x 96"
Blue, 1• thickness - 48" x 96"
Gold, .SOO" thickness - 48" x 96"
Gold, .7S0" thickness - 48" x 96"
Gold, 1"thickness - 48" x 96"

0
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Game Line Kits
Includes pre-cut poly red and blue lines, ready for installation
into dasher cladding. line components also sold separately.
Ava ilable in 1/4Nand 112• thicknesses.
Complete Kit - 1/4*

#1035 16

Complete Kit- 1/r

#102778

Red Goal Line Kit - 1/4" Red HOPE - .2S" x 2" x 48"
Red Goal LI ne Kit - 1n» Red HOPE - .50" x 2" x 48"

#102788
#102789

Red Line Kit - 1/2"
Red Line Kit - 1/2"

Red -1 2" x 48n (piece only)
Red -1 2" x 7.875n (klc:k only)

#102004
#102002

Blue Li ne Kit • 1/2"

Blue - 12" x 48" {piece only)

Blue Line Kit • 1/2"

Blue• 12Hx 7.87S" {kick only)

#102005
#102003

Line Backer Kit with Fasteners
Eliminate the common problem of cracked facing with the
optional 3/8" white poly backer. Backer pieces are precut to size
and come complete with attachment screws.

Custom 12" Red and Blue Lines
Display your t eam or arena logo with in the red or blue lines of
your rink. Dur.tble hi-density dasher facing mclterial is CNC
machined to m..ltch your logo and inlaid into the lines just li ke in
the professional arenas. Great looking and made to take the abuse.
Please email a copy of your logo for quote request.
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Threshold
Natural white high density polyethylene sheet is ideal for
gate threshold s and other high impact ice arena applications.
Available in standard and precut sizes. Other sizes avai lable
upon request.
Standard stocking threshold material sizes:
.750" thickness • 48" x 96", white

#100470

1" thickness• 43n x 96", white

#100279

l "thickness • 48" x 120", natural
·1-1 / 2" thickness • 48" x 96", natura I
1· 1/2'" th ickne-s s • 48" x 12~ natural
2" thickness • 48" x 96'~ natural
2" thlc:kness - 48"x 120~ natural

#100270

Standard stocking threshold material sizes:
1" thickness Straight- 7" x 120"
1" thickness 28' Radius - 7" x 120"
1-1/2" thickness Straight- 7" x 120"
1-1/2" thickness 28' Radius - 7" x 120"

#100283
#100281
#100287
#100284

#101884
1101887
1101883
#101886

CrystaPlex ~ Quick Release Brackets
Bolted dire<tly to the panels and clipped into the dasher frames,
dasher board panels can be remov d quickly with the actuation
of a 1/4"dowel. Designed spe<itically for u.se on 3/4" and 1wthick
caprail on CrystaPle da sher systems. 4 brackets required
per panel.

#100164
#100165

Upper Bracket

Lower Bracket

SoftCap ·- F1exible Caprail
Our SoftCap• caprails are made using flexible thermo-plastic
elastomers for a more forgiving surface that will help reduce
the chance of player injury when in contact with your rink boa rds.
Testing indicates that our SofKap• is 96% more flexible and
compressive than current HOPE top caps. Comes wi th a 1/2"
NHL bull nose front edge.
Standard sheet sizes:
Red, 1"thickness - 2-1/ 4• x96•
Red, 1" thickness - 3-3/4• x96•
Red H•clamp

Dark Blue, 1• thickness - 2- 1/ 4• x 96•
Dark Blue, 1• thickness - 3-3t4• x 96"
Dark Blue H-damp
Black, 1•thickness · 2· 1/ 4• x 96•
Black, 1" thld(ness - 3·3/4· x 96·
Black H·clamp

Athletica Sport Systems

#100628
#100633
#100637
#100626
#100630
#100639
#100625
#100629
#100638
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
WEEBOARD Outdoor Puckboard
Durable and long lasting, all- purpose UveeBoard dasherboard
cladding is the ultimate outdoor puckboard for all-weather outdoor
and indoor use. UveeBoard offers superb resistance t o degradation
from UV exposure. very low coefficient of expansion and
contraction and has superior cold temperature impact ratings
due to it's special resin composition; it looks, feels and cuts like
conventional HDPE. Used in facing, caprail and kick pla te
applications in your choice of 4 colors: blue, gold, white or yellow.
Sheet sizes available in 1/4• or 3/ 8" thickness.
Kickplate sizes available in 114• or 1/rt hickness.

UVTre-ated

#100289

.220" thickness - 42 "W x 97" l
.375" thickness- 42"W x 98"l
.375"thickness - 48"W x 98" l
,500"thickness - 48"W x 98" l
.500" thickness - 42"W x 98" L

#100299
11100305
#100308
#100317

Fiberglass Dasher Facing
Recommended thickness for Ice hockey Is 3/8~ 1/4Nfor
lnline hockey.
Standard sheet sizes:

.250" thickness - 40--7 /8" x 96"
.375"thickness - 40--7/8" x 96"
.250" thickness - 48" x 96"
.375" thickness - 481' x 96"

#101261
#101263
#101262
#101264

Fiberglass Kick Plate
Available In various thicknesses upon request.
Standard sheet sizes:

Gold, .250" thickness - 8" x 96"
Gold, .250"thidmess - 6"x 96"

Athletka Sport Systems

#102437
#101977
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Tempered Glass
With better optics and less distortion than acrylic, it's no wonder
tempered glass is the shielding of choice for commun ity arenas,
Tempered glass breaks less during play, scratches less and is
easier to clean than acrylic. The strength of tempered glass is critical
to t he success of "supportlessMglass and w ith a cost similar to acrylic.

Standard glass comes Karena-ready "with radiu s top corners and
flat-ground edges and is available in 5/8» or 1/2* thickness.
Custom sizes also available. Speaker and media holes are also available.
5/8# thick tempered glass is recommended for rink sides,

Acrylic Shielding
Acrylic shielding is widely used in multi-purpose arenas with frequent
changeovers or, for temporary spare replacements when necessary.
There arc thrff acrylic shielding options t hat we offer, each listed
be low by its nominal thickn es$. It's very important to note that
b ecause acrylic sheet manufacturers cannot make each sheet exactly
the same thickness, the re are always variances in the thickness of
acrylic shielding. It's always recommended to fabricate acrylic
shielding to Kare na ready " before installing to minimize breakage.
Arena ready fabrication includes top two corne rs rounded
and exposed edges bu ll nosed.

Whatever you need, we can supply full -sheet, cut-to-size, and
arena-ready acrylic shielding In these options:
Crystaplex• 590 Plus
This material has been successfully tested by Athletica Sport Syste ms,
approved for use by t he NHL

Standard sheet sizes.:
Sl " x 100"

#100491

60"x 96"

#100492

7S"x 100"

#100493

14mm (.545") Acrylic

Standard sheet sizes:
50"x99"
62"x99''

#103518

74"x99"

#103520

#103519

12mm (.472") Acrylic
TI1is product is an alternati ve to 1/2" glass, providing
a transparent solution.

What Is Cr,staPI

Standard sheet sizes:
48"x96"

#100482

60"x96"

#100483

72" x96"

#100484

Polyc.arbonate shielding in 3/8"and 1f 2" is available on request.

@!§
'illcRVSTAPLEX 590 PLUS
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590 Plus aaytkl

Not all acrylic shielding is created equal In some cases,
what is referred to as Mhalf·inch"thickness may in fact be as
thin as .47rthick.
At Athletica Sport Systems , we take the science of sport
seriously:we know that as technology has made hockey
sticks lighter and slapshot:s faster a nd harder than ever,
flimsy shielding doesn't Cl.It it.Tha s why we only use
Crysta Plex• 590 Plus acrylic in our seamless aayr
shielding systems.
The CrystaPlex• 590 Plus acrylic is guaranteed always to
be between 0.585 Inches and 0.620 inches th,C'k.

You get all the advantages of lightweight acrylic with
lasting durability you need In your dasherboard sh·elding.

Minneapolis, MN • Toll-free: 1.800.809.7465

athletlca.com

DASRERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
NOTE: All Athletica Sport Systems aluminum supports come standard
in mill fi nish and are structural alloy 6005A-T6. All posts handle
both acrylic and tempered glass shielding. Most posts accept both
.soo• and .625" shield ing by interchanging gaske s. All posts are easity
removable from dasher frame.

CrystaPlex HDR Heavy-Duty Quick Release
Shield Support
Specia lly designed for use by multi -purpose faci li ties where
changeover speed is critical, one person can remove shielding from
ice side by unhooking the faceplate: Flat profile faceplate minimizes
unusual puck deflections. Use with 811 O gaskets and 894 gaskets.
Standard Sizes (overall length/height above cap rail):
3' Shleldlng · 3S° Face/ 54.375n Back
4' Shleldlng · 4r Face/ 66.375n Back
5' & 6' Shielding · 59" Face/ 78.375" Back
7' & 8' Shleldlng-83" Face / 102.375" Back

CrystaPlex "2C" Shield Support
Use<! for righ t angle turns and shield terrniniltlon points at box
corners or gate locations. Use with 811 Ogaskets and B94 gaskets.
Stilnda rd Sizes:
3' Shleldlng • 59"
4' Shlelding- 71 "
5' & 6' Shleldlng - 83"
7' & 8' Shielding - 107"
{14' lengths als,o available)

CrystaPlex··· Mark VI Shield Support
Requires only one pe rson with a screw gun for shield installation or
remova l from Ice side. Springnut channel design prevents stripping
common with tappe<I bolt designs. Use with Bl 10 gaskets
and 894 gaskets.
Sizes (overall length/ height above cap rail):

3' Shielding • 35'' Face/ 56.5" Back
4' Shielding • 47" Face/ 68.5"Back
5' & 6' Shielding · S9"Face / 80.5'' Back
7' & 8' Shielding • sr Face / 104.5" Back

CrystaPlex· Mark IV Shield Support
Standard one-piece shield support for .soo~shields only. Used on
both inline and lee hockey rinks with support. Use with Mark IV
plastic U-channel gasketing.
Sizes:

3' Shielding - 55"
4' Shielding- 67"
s• Shielding - 79"

Athletica Sport Systems

Waterloo, ON - Toll-free: 1.an.778..5911

Minneapolis, MN -Toll-free: 1.800.809,7465

athletica.com
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Pro Series----·1 Mullion Shield Supports
Removable faceplate allows for ease of shielding replacement.
Standard posts will support 1/2*and 5/8. shielding- tempered
glass or acrylic.
Sizes:
4' Shielding - 36" Face / 60" Back
S' Shielding - 48" Face/ 72" Back
6' Shielding - 60" Face/ 84" Back
7 ' Shielding - 72" Face/ 96" Back

Pro Series..,,,, End Shield Supports
Removable faceplate allows for ease of shielding replacement.
End supports are use<! at shielding term ination locations and
on gate doors. Standard posts wil l support 1n· and 5/BM
shleldir1g - tempered glass or acrylic.
Sizes:
4 ' Shielding - 36" Face/ 60" Back
5' Shielding - 48-" Face/ 72 " Back
6 ' Shielding - 60" Face / 84" Back
7 ' Shielding - 72" Face / 96" Back

Pro Series " 1 Corner Shield Supports
Removable faceplate allows for ease of shielding replacement.
Corner supports are used at player, penally and timer box location~
Standard posts wlll suppor t J/2* and S/8N shielding - tempered
glass or acrylic.
Sizes:
4 ' Shielding - 36" Face / 60" Back
S' Shielding - 48"Face / 72"Back
6' Shielding - 60" Face / 84" Back
7' Shielding - 72" Face / 96"Back

Plastic Sill Channel
Used on top of the caprail to support and protect shielding
or at shielding termination points.
Red
#102202
Blue
#102203
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
CrystaPlex·· HDM Sleeve
Engineered for se.imless acrylic in sta llations, the HOM sleeve is
constructed of flexible polyc;arbonate for m;aximum player safety.
Transpa rent design allows for increased fan experience.
#103488
69"

#103487

93"

CrystaPlex~ HDM Wide Sleeve
Built with flexible transparent polycarbonate and engineered for
seam less acrylic installations, the Crysta Plex• HDM wide sleeve can
be retrofit with exlstlng shielding.

#103680
#103490

69"
93"

Clearvision Support
Clear Vision Supports minimize viewing obstruction and provide for
more flexible shielding. Supports do not require gaskets.
Unique design allows for quick shielding removal.
#102824
111 " Iong
#102825
87" Iong

CrystaPlex "· HDS Post
Increase player safety with an easy retrofit from aluminum
CrystaPlex• HOR post and Pro Serles'" shield support. Flexible
polycarbonate shielding support engineered specifically for
Crysta pie 590 Plus acrylic shielding. More flexible option.
Glazlng gaskets not required. Custom colors available.
118"
#102696

Glass Spacer Blocks
Revised design is sized properly to provide appropriate seamless
glass spacing and at the same lime fit within the seam les.s channel
to minimize obstruction. Spacer blocks are durable white HOPE.
Suitab e for permanent •
Bagsof20
#101988

Athletlca Sport Systems

Waterloo, O -Toll-rree: 1.877.778.591 1
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CrystaPlcx:: HDR Sockets
Zinc plated steel construction. Angle mount design 3ttaches to center
stringer and holds HDR support in place. Sold Individua lly.

Angle mount

#100191

Flushmount

100193

CrystaPlex 2C Cups
Zinc plated steel construction. Mounts to center stringer ,ind holds
"2C" in place. Sold individua lly.

LH mount design

#100189

Center mount design

#100188

RH mount design

#100190

CrystaPlex }-Brackets
Zinc plated steel construction. J-bracket attaches to center stringer
and holds Ma rk VI support In place. Sold individ ually and model Is
depende nt on cap rail thickness.

1/2"caprail thickness - Red

#1o107 4

3/4" cap rail thickness - Yellow
1" caprail thickness - Blue

#101075
11101073

CrystaPlex Replacement Bolts
for Mark VI Supports
Replacement parts available to replace the occasional lost or stripped
screw. Special 1/4" spring nut locks into th e slot on t he back of the
Ma rk VI post

1/4" Springclip nut

#100908

1/4" FH Screw

#101931

CrystaPlex- Replaccmcnt Pins for HDR Support
Replacement roll pins for the quick release HOR support posts.

Bagsof100

8
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Supported Shielding Casketing
Protects shielding w ithin aluminum shield supports.

CrystaPlex B94 Gasket
,625M
U!>e w it h CrystaPlex• HDR, 2( and Mark VI support and alumi num
(-channel. Colour: Black.

120" long

#100607

•

CrystaPlex · BllO Gasket
.500#
Use w it h Crystaplex" HDR, 2C and Mark IV support and al uminu m
C-channel. Color: White.
120" long

#100606

CrystaPlex- Mark IV Gasket
.500#
Use with Crysta pl ex• Mark IV suppor t only.
Color: Clea,.

.SOO"x 72"

#100624

CrystaPlex·· 6A Seamless Casketing
Prot ects shielding within seamless glass channel, speeds replacem ent
o f broken shielding and closes gap areas for safety.

.500#and .625"
3 1/ 2" U-helght x 48" lo ng .

•500" x 48"

White

#100609

.62S "x48"

Black

#100611

GlassFlex Base Casketing
3 1/2 " U•helght. Custom colors availab le.

4a" long
.SW, Black

#100617

.SW,Red

#100622

.s~ Blue

#100616

.625~ Black

#100621

.625~ Red

#100623

.625~ Blue

#100620

Athletlca Sport Systems

96.. long

#100615
#100619
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Vertical Edge Gasketing
U-channe l gaskets used on all GlassFle systems wit h tempered
g lass at vertical edges of glass. Color: Clea r.
.SOO"x .9"roll of2S0ft.
#100610
.62S"x .9" roll of 2S0 ft.
#100612

Gasket Tape
Allows easy changeovers when removing shie lding. Adheres
gaskets to shielding. Clear, double-sided tape in 180 ft roll.
• Special resistance to cleaning solutions
l "wide clear double sided tape
#101423

Pro Series T',, Spline Gasket
1/8" black compression gasket. Sold per foot
Pro Serie5 spline gasket

#100613

CheckFlex ·' HairPin Polycarbonate Clip
Allows two adjacent seam less glass shields to move in conjunction
with one another to maximize overall impact absorbtion. One size
universal cl ip fits straig ht a nd radius a reas and 112~or 5/8" shielding.
Sold individually.
Checkflex Hairpin polycarbonate clip
.ff100048

Athletica Sport Systems

Waterloo, 0
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Glass Spacer Clips
Orlglnal design U-shape spacer clips provide proper spacing of
seam less glass. One size fits both 1/2" and 5/8" shielding. Suitable
for multi-purpose rinks.
Sold Individually.
Glass spacer clip
#101424

Clear Vision Clip
Clips for Clear Vision supports provide additional support
to shie lding.
#101847
Clear vision clip

CrystaPlex' HDR Butterfly Clips
- "Wide Vision" Shielding
Butterfly clips for HOR supports in Wide Vision shielding designs
provide additional support and engagement for shielding.
Clips fit the contour of the spectator side of the HDR support
and attach with strews.
HOR Butterfly clip

#101398

CrystaPlex' HDM Sleeve Butterfly Clips
Butterfly clips for HDM supports provide additional support shielding.
Straight

#101279

Radius

#101140

HOM WIDE Straight

#103461

HOM WIDE Angled

#103462

J-Bolt for attachment

#100873

..
..

GlassFlex" Clip
3rd generation seamless glass clip designed speciticalty for optimum
movement of GlassFlex sheilding system. Large surface area helps
prevent the clips from dislodging off the glass. One size clip fits both
5/8" and 1 thick shielding.
Sold individually.

n·

Straight d ip

#101402

Radius d ip

#101399

Athletica Sport Systems
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C rystaPlex Curved Acrylic Replacements
Working in collaboration with the NHL and its ind ~nd nt
engineering firm, our Curved Acrylic Termination Assembly was
approved by the NH L ands lecte<l by the majority for install.
The Curved Acrylic Terminations improve pl ayer safety, as th y flex
upon impact dramatical ly decreasing the risk of serious injury.
Keep yours up to date wh en parts need to be replaced.

Replacement curved acrylic only- with springs and channels:
60"
#102073
#102072
72"
#103397
96"
Face plate:

Left hand

Right hand

60"
96"

#102307
#101864
#103396

#10230-8
#101863
#10339S

Post with b3ckwing :

Left hand

Right hand

60"

#103S8S
#103S86

#103384
#102884

72"

72"

Backwlng hardware:
114"

#100920

Polycarbonate retainer:

Top Retainer Strip
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Corner Shielding Pad
Designed for indoor and o utdoor use, ou r 3" closed cell foam protects
hockey players and helps to reduce injuries and liability
by padding terminations in the shielding. Ideal for use at player
and penalty boxes. Also available in 60" high.

Available in blue, red, white, black or custom.
Colors:
Red
Blue
Black
White
Custom

36" high

48"high

#103647

#103652

#103646

#103651

#103649

#103654

#103648

#103653

#103645

#103650

Termination Pad
NHL approved padding, with dual duroiheter foam core. Attaches to
support with pressu re sensitive adhesive Velcro. Standard length: 48~
Colors: Red, Blue and Black. Available in 2C wide and
2C narrow versions.

2Cwide:
Red
Blue
Black

#101365
# 101361
# 1 01362

2C narrow:
Red
Blue
Black

#101333
#101329
#101330

Universal Flat Pad - Open Cell
Heavy-duty 18 oz. reinforced fabric sleeve with impact-absorbing
foam core sealed Inside. Pad is 12·wIde and wraps around the end
of the shielding/post to cushion the edge. Flat pad comes with
separate pressure sensitive Velcro" strips, whlch are field Installed
to the ex isting shielding and matching the location on the pad.
Standard length; 36" and 48Mhigh.
Colors:
Red
Blue
Black
Whit e
Custom

36" high

4S"high

#103595

#103600

#103596

#103601

#103597

#103602

#103598

#103603

#101296

#101297

Traditional Round Pad
Heavy-duty 18 oz. reinforced fabric sleeve with impact-absorbing
foam core sealed inside. Mounts to termination support by wrapping
around 1-3/4" diameter post 2"wide Velcro• straps secure pad in
place. Standard length: 35• and 48. high.
36" high

48"high

#103604

#103608

#103605

#103609

#103606

#103610

White

#103607

#103611

Custom

#101411

#101412

Colors:
Red
Blue
Black

Athletlca Soort Svstems

Watedoo. ON • Toll-frPP: 1.877. 778.S<l 11

Mi nnPa DOI i~. MN - Toll-frPe: 1..800.809.7465
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CrystaPlex 8" Heavy-Duty Adjustable Hinge
Built-in adjustment feature simplifies alig nment and installation.
Designed specifically for machine gates.

Zinc
Stainless Steel

#100175
#100176

Pins:
Zinc
Stainless Steel

#101971
#102628

CrystaPlex , Sliding Closure Bar

r diameter x 48Nlong, solid steel. four bolt on slide bar rings included
for installation. Same slide bar used on straigh t or radius gates.
Sold individually

#102452

Cane Bolts
Ultra heavy duty 5/8"dia x 12• long solid steel pi ns. Used to lock the
base of t he doors into the gate threshold. Bolt on mounting brackets
included.
Sold individually

#105325

Equipment Gate Casters
Caste r is spring loaded to compensa e for uneven concrete
and includes mounting plate. 5#d ia. swivel caster wheel with
a 700 lb capacity. Sold individually.
Complete assembly • zinc
#102430
Complete assembly • stainless steel
#102359

Swivel Model Replacement Casters
#101875
#101879

2" x 5" Caster wheel only • zinc
Axle bolt only • zinc

Access Gate Casters
For use with gates up to 36" wide.
Lighter duty for single leaf access gates.
3"dia. swivel caster.
Caster is spring loaded to compensate for uneven concrete_
Caster is fac tory preassembled and includes mounting plate.
Sold individually
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CrystaPlex Latch Set
Simple and effective design. proven in professional are nas.
Bolt-on design allows for ease of adjustment. Universa l design
wo rks on both LH and RH doors. Only one latc h per door re quired.
Stan dard latch, catch, door stop and ice si de release sold separately.
Standard latch
#100181 (:zinc)
#100182 (stainless steel)
Standard catch #1001'84 (zinc)
#100185 (stainless steel)
Door stop
#100169 (zfoc)
#100170 (stainless steel)

CrystaPlex Replacement Release for Latch
Original design - spring-loaded push rodf p lunger assembly
that connects to Crystaplex• gate latch set
Push button size is 4 x 1:
Sold individually.
Replacement release latch - Sold Individually
#101917

CrystaPlex;) Ice Side Release for Latch
New style push b utton assembly utilizes a machined HOPE housing
a nd button. Smoother operation and no lubrication required.
Push butto n size is 4 x 1:
Can be retrofitted onto previous model Crystaplex• ice side release
mecha nisms with a slight modification to framing required.
Sold individually.
Ice side release for latch - Sold lndlvfdually

#100195

CrystaPlex ,:, Spring Loaded Release
Spring loaded p lunger. Connects to CrystaPlex• gate latch set
Sold individually.
Spring loaded release • Sold individually
#103356

Self-lubricating Pin-hinge
314" heavy duty p in diame ter. Bolt-on desig n provides for adjustment.
Plastic bushing eliminatees the need for lubrication and provides
smooth operatio n. For use with a ll single leaf access gates. Pin and
socket sold sepa ra tely. Universal desig n for both LH a nd RH doors.
Pin
#100 177
Socket
# 100179

CrystaPlex- Replacement Self-lubricating
Bushings Only
Replacement poly bushings for original equipment selflubricating
pin hinges. Bushings are pressed into hi nges. Sold individually.
Bushing
#101872

Athletica Sport Systems

Waterloo. ON - Toll-free: 1.Sn.778591 1

Minneapolis. MN - Toll-free: 1.800.809.7465

athletica.com
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Pro Series tM Latch Bar Assembly
Assem bly incl udes handle, retainer and strike plate.
Avail able in stainless steel or zinc plated. Sold individually.
Latch handle Assembly • Sta inless
#10011 S
Latch handle Assembly - Zinc
#100116
5" strike plate - Stainles.s
#10010S
5" strike pl ate - Zinc
# 100106
Latch retainer - Assembly - Stainless
#100113
Latch retainer - Assembly - Zinc
#100114

Pro Series TM Rinkside Release
Rinkside release for latch ba r assembly. Sold individually.
Stainless steel
#100121
Zinc plated
#100122

Pro Series TM Hinge
5" replacement hinge for Pro Series man gates. Sold individually.
Stainless steel
1100123
Zinc plated
#100112

Pro Series m Self Closing Gate Hinge
Only ava ilable on Pro Series dashers. Sold individually.
Hinge

#101S50

Pro Series TM Machine Ga te Clamp and Sling
Stainless steel with red handle. Sold individually.
Clamp and Sling

#100537

Flush Bolt with E.."{tende d Pin
Stainless steel with blue handle and extended pin. Sold individually.
Flush Bolt
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DASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Access Gate Hinges
Pi;mo hinges are simple and effective, providing continuous support
to door frames. Slim profile, perfect for team boxes where players
jump over the boards. Hinges are pre-punched with 3ta· diamet r
mounting holes. is·model has removab le hinge pin and no holes.
Three standard models to choose from. Sold individ ually.
28-" long x 6" open width • Zinc
#100172

28"1ong x 6" open width • Stainless

#100173

Precast Anchors
Athletica Sport Syste ms precast anchors a re available in 5" and

6. he ights to match the thickness of the refrigerated slabs.
Anchors are 5/8" x 11 tpi thread and have an adj ustabl e he ight
feature. Standard design is unfinished steel base with a stainless
steel plated coupling nut. Anc hors are supplied complete with a
5/8• socket set screw plug.
5" high x S/8"
#101936
6" high x 5/8"
#102317

#102481

Pro Serles Anchor

Epoxy Anchor Female Insert
Epoxy anchors are ideally suited for ice arena ap plication where
vibration, edge distances and tem~rature changes come into play.
Standard design epoxy anchors are S/ 8~x 11 tpi x 3-1/2" long, zinc
plated steel fi nish. Anchor bolts and epoxy sold separately.
Female Insert

#1 00790

Epoxy
Ad hesive for the epoxy anchors comes in t wo cartridge sizes for
convenient installation. Athletica Sport Systems adhesive is s~ially
selected and proven for use in demand ing ice arena applications.

28oztube:
Enough for 20 @ 5/8" x 3-1/ 2" epoxy anchors.
One mixi ng nozzle comes with the 30 oz cartridge.
The 30 oz cartridge a lso requries a special dispenser.
28 oz tube w/nozzle
28 oz dispenser

#103479
#103481

10oztube:

Enough for 7 @ 5/8" x 3-1n»epoxy anchors.
One mixing nozzle comes with the 10 oz cart ridge.
The 10 oz cartridge can be used with a standard size caulking gun.
10 oz tube w/ nozzle

#103482

Mixing nozzles

#103480

Athletica Sport Systems

Waterloo, ON - Toll-free: 1.877.7785911
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" D.ASHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Anchor Bolts and Misc. Fasteners
We also stock various typlcal fasteners used In dasher board
construction:
Hex HD anchor bolts
Lag bolts
Hex nuts
Nylon lock nuts
Flat washers
Lock washers

Dasher Shims
Precut alumir1um shims, 1- l / 2" x 5". Provide adjustment for plumbing
dasher panels. Corrosion resistant and dura ble.
1/32n
#101176
1/1 6"
#101175
#101526
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. DA.SHERBOARD REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
Fasteners for Poly,
Fiberglass

Special Oversized
Fasteners Available

Keep your system from looking
piece-meal by using color matched
fasteners when replacing you r facing,
kickplate, ca prail and backing. Fasteners
are stocked in the following prepainted
colours: Red, Dark Blue, Light Blue,
Yellow, Gold.

FHMS 1/4-20 x 1.0 Gr. 8 Zinc
11

These fasteners are stocked fo r those
problem situations or where the
dasher system has been damaged.
Makes rep.Jirs easy and safe.

0
#100027
#100024
#100028
#100001
#100026
#100025

Black
Blue
Red
White
Yellow
Gold

0

FHMS 1/4-20 x L5"
Type F Stainless Steel

#100771
#100774
#100770

light Blue
Yellow
Gold

FHMS 5/16-18 x l.0"Type F Zinc

FHMS 1/4-20 x 1.5" Gr. 8 Zinc

#100031
#100002
#100003
#100006
#100005
#100004

Blade
Blue
Red
White
Yellow
Gold

Wood #10 x 1.0" Zinc
l " White

l "Red

l "Dk Blue
1-1/2"Yellow
1· 1/2" Gold

0

0

0

#100687
#100686
#100682
#100706
#100699

#10068S
#102402
#10093S
#100704
#100702

Red
White
Yellow
Gold

FHMS 5/16-18 x l.5"Type F Zinc
Blue
Red
White
Yellow
Gold

HILO #14 x 1.0"
Blue
Light Blue

FHMS l /4-20 x 1.0" Type F Zinc

#10074S
#100749
#100750
#100758
#100759
#102219

Blue
Light Blue
Red

Wh ite
Yellow
Gold

FHMS 1/4-20 x l.5"Type F Zinc
Blue
light Blue
Red

White
Yellow
Gold

Athletlca Sport Systems

0

0
#100762
#100766
#100767
#100775
#100776
#100763

Watef1oo, ON • Toll-free: 1.877.778.591 1

Red
Yellow
Gold

TEE NUT 1/4-20 x 5/16" Zinc
Tee nut for Kickplate

0
#100777
#100779
#100780
#100781
#100778

Blue

0
#100782
#100784
#100785
#100786
#100783

0
#100737
#100739
#100740
#100742
#10073

-0
#101001

Fastener Maintenance Kit
Kit includes attic stock of the common
fasteners required for routine
maintenance of dasher systems. Please
specify model system and caprail and
kickplate colors. Also includes drill bit,
countersink and drive requ ired.
Fastener Maintenance Kit #102586

Minneapolis, MN · Toll-flee: 1.800.809.7465

athletlca.com
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• ARENA EXTRAS
Vertical Lift Gate
Another example of the·safetyThrough Innovation# th inking
t hat keeps Athletica Sport Systems on top In the das herboard
industry. With all the standard safety and construction featu res
we build Into our gates, nothing else comes close:
• Infrared xifety beam prevents the gate from
descending accidentally
• If the re's an obstruction, t he heated safety switch located on
the underside of the door will a utomatica lly fo rce t he gate to
reverse back up
• Bui lt-in mechanical safety brakes lock the gate in place should
a chai n fa il
• Remo te control included
• Manual gate control In the event of a power loss
• Follow-1.Jp ,mn ual safety inspections
We keep safety"top of m ind''. Why take cha nces with anything
b ut the best ?

Replacement Panels/Gates
Individual replacement sections can be made to fi t your exact
req uirements. Whether your problem is damage to an existing
frame or you need to add an additional access gate, we can help.
Replacement sections ca n be made to fit wood frame, fiberglass,
steel or alu minum frame systems. Call to discuss your needs..

Glass Spectator Railings
No one builds t hem bette r! Custom designed, e ngineer approved
glass spectator rai lings that are sturdy, safe and always up to code.

. ...·.,. . ......

Contact us today for more information.

.. .·'--.... . ..·
'·
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• ARENA EXTRAS

Basement and Backyard Rinks
If you and your fam ily are looking to spend more time playing the
great game of hockey, look no further than Ath letica Sport Systems
for all your rink needs. We've sold and installed backyard and
basement rinks across North America and around the world.
Whether you need a rink with square or radius corn ers, tempered
glass or lightweight acrylic., fencing or no shielding at all , we have
what you need. And don't forget benches and netting too.
Contact us today for a free no-obligation quote on your own
personal dasherboard system. Ask us about the many advantages
of using synthetic ice.

Service
Servicing your arena boards makes good sense, ,ind we can help.
Dasher boards need to be maintained to ensure they operate in a
ma nner that assures the safety of the skaters and hockey players
who use them. Your dasher boards are the most visible features of
your rink. Maintaining your boards will create a lasting impression
and costs a whole lot less than replacement.

,,,.-

""""-

Athtetka
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Our dasherboard technicians and installation supervisors are
seasoned professionals, experienced and ready to help you keep
your boards and rink e<iuipment loo king and working their best all
year round. And that includes outdoor rinks too!
More than just arena services. Athletica Sport Systems offers
solutions for your everyday service needs. Lift gate inspections,
board and gate adjustments, re-cladding and assistance with
conversions, are just some of the services we provide.

Call us for mored tails and a no-obligation quote.

Athletica Sport Systems

Waterloo, ON • Toll•free: 1.877.778.5911
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• TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Back Orders

Return Policy

Unless notified otherwise, we will automatica lly back order and
ship, as soon as possible,out of stock Items.

Prior approval is required on all returns. All returned merchandise
must be new and unused, and in saleable condition. preferably in
the original packaging. Return shipping costs are the responsibilityof the buyer. All return are subject to a minimum 15% restocking
and hand ling fee. Athletica Sport Systems reserves the right to
refuse the return of merchandise if our return policy and
procedu res are not followed. In the case of defective merchandise,
contact Athletica Sport Systems to arrange return and/or
replacement. Custom ordered/manufac tured items shall be
approved for manufacture by the buyer before construction and
are not returnable.

Credit Cards
Athletica Sport Systems accepts the following credit ca rd s:
Visa, MasterCard and American Express. 53,000 limit.
Applicable fees may apply.

Damaged Merchandise
When a shipment is received please inspect for damage
immediately. If there is damage to the package, make notation
of same on carrier paperwork before you take possession of the
shipment at your premises. Athletica Sport Systems is not
responsible for damage or loss in transit. All freight clai ms must
be filed with the delivering carrier. Notification of shortages or
damages must be made within five (5) days of delivery.
Do not return damaged merchandise without contacting Athletica
Sport Systems first.

Returns, Lost Orders, Shortages, Wrong Items
If you have placed an order and have not received it in a reasonabl e
period, or the merchandise received Is r1ot correct. please con tact us.

Shipping
All shipments, unless specified otherwise, are F.O.B. stock location.
Shipping costs are additional unless quoted otherwise. Orders are
shipped via LTL transport or Economy Ground Service unless
directed otherwise. Exped ited freight service such as Overnight
andnmekeeper LTL are avai lable upon special request.

Disclaimer
Athletica Sport Systems reserves the right to correct any errors in
the cata log, remove any items t hat become unavailabl e, and to
substitute similar items of equal or greater quality if available.

Terms
All new accounts wi ll require a completed signed and approved
cred it application.If approved on credit, paym ent is due net 30 days.

Past Due Payments
If payment is not made when due, interest at the rate of 18% per
annum (or the maximum percentage rate allowed by law,
whichever is more) will be charged on such past due payments.
Purchaser agrees that Athletica Sport Systems may recover all of its
attorneys' fees, cos ts, disbursements, expert costs, and any other
related expenses incurred in the event of Purchaser's non-payment

Warranty
All of our products have a manufacturer warranty unless specified
at the time of quoting. The extent and life of warranty varies by
product. Full warranty details regarding a product ca n be obta ined
by contacting us.

Pricing
t: 2018 Athletica Sport Systems Inc..

Athletica Sport Systems does not supply a price list for catalog
items.. This policy allows us to provide customers with the best
possible commodity pricing at shipment time. All applicable sales
taxes are extra unless noted on quotations.
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